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 This study is focused on a multi-scale investigation of laser 
keyhole welding processes based on numerical modeling techniques.  
 A macro-scale model is developed to simulate the dynamics in 
keyhole and molten pool. The model accounts for the multi-phase and 
multi-physic phenomena, and is able to capture the transient motion of 
and complex boundary conditions on the keyhole wall. The model is 
applied to the keyhole welding processes with pulsed and continuous 
wave lasers, and the issues of laser energy distribution, keyhole growth 
and fluctuation, and multi-phase interaction are studied. 
 Micro-sale models are also developed to simulate the growth of 
grains and sub-grain dendrites during the solidification process. The 
grain growth model predicts the competitive grain growth in the 3D 
molten pool with complex geometry. The dendrite growth model 
integrates the Cellular Automata (CA) and Phase Field (PF) methods, and 
is able to efficiently produce quantitative prediction of dendrite 
morphology in the grains.  
 The multi-scale model is used to assist the investigation on laser 
keyhole welding of a stack of multiple stainless steel thin plates, which is 
an important process for fuel cell manufacturing. The processing- 
  
xii
microstructure relationship is predicted through numerical modeling and 
validated against experiments, and the mechanical properties as well as 
corrosion resistance in the fuel cell environment of the welds are also 
tested. 
 The multi-scale model in its present form is geared towards laser 
welding processes of austenitic stainless steel, but it can be modified for 
other engineering materials and/or other manufacturing processes with 




CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Background 
 Ever increasing energy consumption and rising public awareness 
for environmental protection have brought extensive efforts on alternative 
and renewable energy sources. U.S. Department of Energy (2004; 2005) 
has considered hydrogen energy and fuel cells as one of the most 
promising options among all the available technologies.  
 Hydrogen is the most abundant element on earth, so a plenty of 
hydrogen fuel can be provided for fuel cell usage. Meanwhile, fuel cells 
rely on electrochemical reactions to generate power, which produces no 
greenhouse gases but only water and heat as by-products. This feature 
makes fuel cells almost free of environmental pollution. 
 There is a great diversity of fuel cell designs according to the 
requirements of different applications, but one common challenge for the 
manufacturing of all fuel cells, as identified by Ream (2006) and Gabzdyl 
(2007), is to weld stainless steel sheet components with the thickness 
varying between 0.1 mm to 0.3 mm. Such sheet components include 
bipolar plates, fuel processors, heat exchangers, etc., and the quality 
requirements for the welds are stringent. First, the welds must remain 
hermetical to prevent the leakage of hydrogen and other fluids that are 
present in fuel cells (Ream, 2006; Ream 2007). Moreover, the welding 
process must be precisely controlled to prevent thermal distortion, which 
is a very common welding defect for thin plates and can be extremely 
detrimental to fuel cells. Since the working environment within the fuel 
cells is usually corrosive and can cause pitting and/or crevice corrosion 
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on bipolar plates (Antunes et al., 2010), the joints are also expected to 
survive from such environments for the life of the products. 
 Laser keyhole welding has been considered as a strong candidate 
for this manufacturing process (Ream, 2006; Gabzdyl, 2007; Herfurth et 
al. 2008; Cornell and Hartke, 2009) because it has multiple advantages 
over other welding techniques. First, desired melting can be achieved 
with a very small amount of laser energy, which can be focused to a tiny 
spot to ensure sufficient energy density. The reduction of actual heat 
input helps to minimize the thermal distortion. Second, laser keyhole 
welding produces deep welds with a very high welding speed. The high 
welding efficiency is especially important for the manufacturing of fuel 
cell stacks, which can have welds as long as 400 meters (Ream, 2006). 
 The cross-section of an example fuel cell stack with three cell units 
is given in Figure 1.1a, and the top-view of a bipolar plate is shown in 
Figure 1.1b. There are two types of joints needed for the stack. The first 
type (denoted as type "A" in the figure) is to weld two adjacent bipolar 
plate at the bottom of their grooves so that channels can be formed for 
the working fluids in fuel cells. The second type (denoted as type "B" in 
the figure) is located at the perimeter of the bipolar plates. The joint is 
supposed to penetrate multiple plates, providing hermitical sealing to 





Figure 1.1. Laser keyhole welding in fuel cell stacks (a) cross-section view 
of a two-unit fuel cell stack and (b) top-view of a bipolar plate. 
 The "A"-type joint, i.e. the two-plate lap joint, has been the topic of 
abundant studies. Caiazzoa et al. (2004) used a continuous wave (CW) 
CO2 laser to carry out lap welding of Ti-6Al-4V and investigated the 
effects of shielding gases on weld geometry. Ventrella et al. (2010) used a 
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pulsed Nd:YAG laser for the lap joint of stainless steel thin plates, and 
found that well controlled pulse energy level helped to reduce weld 
discontinuity and improve mechanical properties. Benasciutti et al. 
(2014) used a CW fiber laser to generate lap joints with linear and 
circular contours on low carbon steel, and the mechanical response of 
the joints with different contours in tensile testes were studied and 
compared.  
 Besides the above and other experimental studies, numerical 
modeling techniques have also been used to investigate this issue. Chang 
and Na (2001) used the finite element method (FEM) and neural 
networks to predict the weld shape in laser spot welding of type 304 thin 
stainless steel sheets. Dasgupta et al. (2007) and Geiger et al. (2009) 
developed numerical models to simulate the keyhole and molten pool 
behavior in lap welding of galvanized steel. Moraitis and Labeas (2008) 
built an FEM model to calculate the residual stress and distortion in 
laser welding of aluminum lap joints.  
 On the other hand, the investigation for "B"-type joint, which 
penetrates a stack of multiple plate in one welding pass, is still 
insufficient. Schedewy et al. (2011) presented experiment results to 
demonstrate the feasibility of laser keyhole welding of multi-plate stack 
in Lithium-Ion battery manufacturing, but the parametric study was not 
complete. Moreover, the mechanical strength, corrosion resistance and 
other properties of the joints have not been identified for the applications 
in fuel cell manufacturing. Efforts will be made in this dissertation to 
address the above issues.  
 As will be shown later in this dissertation, a keyhole welding 
process is complicated not only because multi-physics take place 
simultaneously, but also because multi-physics take place on different 
length scales. The physical phenomena of keyhole dynamics occur across 
the spatial domain of several millimeters or even larger, while the 
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microstructure develops usually on the order of several microns. For the 
convenience of presentation in this work, the term “macro-scale” and 
“micro-scale” will be used to denote the length scales of millimeter and 
micron, respectively. The macro-scale phenomena include the keyhole 
evolution, associated phase change and heat/mass transfer, while the 
micro-scale phenomena entail the grain and dendrite growth in the 
mushy region. The macro-scale phenomena can determine the thermal 
history in the material and consequently affect the micro-scale 
microstructure evolution in the molten pool. The final microstructure has 
direct impact on the properties, such as mechanical strength, corrosion 
resistance, electrical conductivity, etc., of the welds. Therefore, a 
comprehensive understanding of keyhole welding process on both the 
macro- and micro-scale is essential for the prediction and control of the 
final microstructure, properties and performance of laser keyhole welds. 
1.2. Literature Review 
 Numerous studies have been carried out to investigate the macro-
scale keyhole dynamics as well as the micro-scale microstructure 
development by means of experimentation and/or numerical modeling. 
In this section a literature review will be presented to summarize the 
progress in these two topics. 
1.2.1. Dynamics in Laser Keyhole Welding Processes 
 A typical keyhole welding process is schematically shown in Figure 
1.2. Upon irradiation of high-intensity laser beam, the target material 
will melt and evaporate subsequently. Evaporation will generate recoil 
pressure on the keyhole wall, which is a liquid/gas interface, while a 
strong thermo-capillary force is also generated on the keyhole wall due to 
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the high gradient of the surface temperature. The recoil pressure and the 
thermo-capillary force will drive the flow of the liquid material outward 
and hence a keyhole is formed. 
 
Figure 1.2. Schematic of laser keyhole welding process. 
 The keyhole can trap the laser beam in the cavity to experience 
multiple reflections. Milewski and Sklar (1996) found that multiple 
reflections can enhance the effective keyhole absorption by as many as 
four times, and Ki et al. (2002c) and Jin et al. (2006) found that multiple 
reflections help to concentrate the laser absorption at the keyhole 
bottom. Meanwhile, the vapor plume in and above keyhole is a semi-
transparent medium for the laser beam and it can attenuate the laser 
intensity as the beam travels through the plume. Greses et al. (2003a) 
stated that the major attenuation mechanism for CO2 lasers with the 
long wavelength (λ = 10.6	µm) is the Inverse Bresstrauhlung (IB) 
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absorption by the plume plasma, while Greses et al. (2004), Katayama 
and Kawahito (2009), and Blackburn et al. (2010) et al. found that the 
major attenuation mechanism for Nd:YAG lasers (λ = 1060	nm) and Fiber 
lasers (λ = 1070	nm) is the absorption and scattering of the ultrafine 
metal particles in the plume. The multiple reflections and plume 
attenuation can greatly alter the distribution of energy absorption on the 
material.   
 Fluid motion is rather violent in keyhole welding processes. In the 
keyhole plume, metallic vapor leaves the cavity in an upward flow with a 
speed of several hundred meters per second (Kim and Farson, 2001; 
Amara and Bendib, 2002), and in the molten pool the velocity can reach 
above several meters per second (Ki et al. 2002b; Pang et al., 2011). In 
the cases of low welding speed in which the keyhole is vertical, the vapor 
flow will go upward and do not intensively interact with the molten pool. 
However, as welding speed increases, the keyhole will be tilted towards 
the welding direction, and the vapor plume coming out from the front 
keyhole wall will collide with the rear keyhole wall and transfer impulse 
momentum and a significant amount of energy to the molten pool 
(Weberpals and Dausinger, 2008; Fabbro, 2010).  
 The flow pattern in the molten pool is complicated due to the 
effects of multiple forces. Recoil pressure is usually the dominating 
driving force for the liquid motion. Zhou et al. (2006a) found that recoil 
pressure can produce an upward flow along the vertical keyhole wall if 
the keyhole is stationary. If the laser is moving, the keyhole can be tilted 
with the laser absorption mostly concentrated on the front keyhole wall. 
Matsunawa et al. (1998) and Pang et al. (2011) found that the local high 
temperature and recoil pressure on the front wall can produce a sideway 
liquid flow around the keyhole to the rear wall. Weberpals and Dausinger 
(2008) and Fabbro (2010) found that the evaporated mass flow from the 
front keyhole wall will impinge on the rear wall and accelerate the 
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rearward motion in the liquid region. At the molten pool surface far away 
from the keyhole, where the absorbed laser intensity is low and 
evaporation is not intensive, Zhou et al. (2006a) and Pang et al. (2011) 
found that the thermo-capillary force becomes significant and therefore 
the Marangoni flow pattern starts dominating. At the liquid/solid 
interface, Matsunawa et al. (1998) found vortex being formed due to the 
collision between the violent liquid flow and the solid substrate. Besides 
the above basic flow patterns, the fluid phases experience strong 
fluctuation as the keyhole wall is constantly changing to maintain 
dynamic energy and pressure balance (Kroos et al., 1993; Klein et al., 
1996). 
 The physics can be even more complicated if assisting gases are 
introduced into the process. First, assisting gas flow brings in external 
mechanical forces, which can change the flow pattern of liquid and gas 
phases. This effect was considered by Kamimuki et al. (2002), Fabbro et 
al. (2006), Blackburn et al. (2010) and Zhang et al. (2011) to suppress 
the fluctuation of keyhole wall and the flow in molten pool. It has also 
been used “as a control gas” to sweep the plasma away from above the 
keyhole and decrease the attenuation effect of the plasma to the laser 
radiation (Greses et al., 2003a). Second, assisting gases introduce extra 
chemical species into the keyhole plume, which can drastically alter the 
physical, especially optical, properties of the plume. When the CO2 laser 
induced keyhole plume is diluted with Helium or Argon gases, the 
ionization degree in the plasma can be remarkably reduced due to the 
high ionization energy of Helium and Argon, thus the plasma becoming 
less absorbing to the laser radiation (Greses et al., 2003a; Mosacicki et 
al., 2006). 
 Extensive efforts have been made to improve the understanding of 
keyhole welding processes through experimental studies. Post-process 
analyses of the resultant welds are far less than sufficient to understand 
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the transient dynamics, and therefore real-time observations during 
welding processes are frequently used. Since keyhole welding is a high 
temperature process, observation must be made in a non-contacting 
manner with high spatial and temporal resolution. Williams et al. (1993), 
Ducharme et al. (1994), Semak et al. (1995), Kamimuki et al. (2002), 
Fabbro et al. (2005), Weberpals and Dausinger (2008) and Eriksson et al. 
(2013) utilized high speed cameras for this purpose, and the observations 
provided a plenty of information about the profile of molten pool surface, 
keyhole exit and vapor plume above the keyhole. However, vision-based 
investigations can be insufficient in some circumstances because little 
information inside the keyhole can be obtained. With the usage of an x-
ray transmission real-time imaging system, the pioneering work was 
accomplished in Osaka University to investigate the dynamic phenomena 
inside the keyhole and the molten pool through direct visualization of the 
keyhole shape and flow patterns during keyhole welding processes 
(Matsunawa et al., 1998; Seto et al., 2000; Kaplan et al., 2002; Kawahito 
et al., 2007; Kawahito et al., 2011). The equipment is powerful but 
complicated, and the resolution of the images is not always satisfactory.  
 Numerical modeling techniques have become increasingly involved 
in the investigation of keyhole dynamics because they do not suffer from 
those experiment constraints. The most challenging issue in keyhole 
modeling is not the transport phenomena of conduction and convection 
but the determination of the keyhole shape. Some early studies assumed 
predefined geometry for the keyhole. Lankalapalli et al. (1996) estimated 
the penetration depth based on 2D heat conduction in a conical keyhole. 
Ye and Chen (2002) assumed a cylinder keyhole and studied the coupled 
heat transfer and Marangoni force driven flow of weld pool. These models 
cannot capture the dynamic change of keyhole. Zhao and Debroy (2003) 
and Rai et al. (2007; 2009) tried to determine the keyhole shape 
dynamically based on the energy balance on the keyhole wall. However, 
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the effect of convection, which can dominate the energy balance on the 
keyhole wall (Semak and Matsunawa, 1997), was ignored in the 
consideration, and this simplification may introduce error to the 
prediction. 
 Recent models have introduced extra governing equations to track 
the dynamic change of keyhole wall. The extra equations are usually 
coupled with hydrodynamic equations in order to account for the 
interaction between keyhole and molten pool. The level-set (LS) equation 
has been chosen for this purpose. The LS-based models are capable of 
simultaneously simulating the full three-dimensional keyhole wall 
motion as well as the heat transfer and fluid flow, and have been used to 
investigate the effects of various interfacial phenomena, including 
evaporation, free surface evolution, and multiple reflections (Ki et al., 
2002a; Dasgupta et al., 2007; Pang et al., 2011; Courtois 2013). On the 
other hand, the Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) method also serves the purpose. 
Models based on this method have also taken into account all the 
important surface phenomena, and have been used to investigate the 
issues regarding keyhole growth, keyhole stability and porosity formation 
(Lee et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2006a; Amara and Fabbro, 2008; Cho et 
al., 2009; Geiger et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011; Cho 
et al., 2012). 
 In keyhole welding processes, the surface temperature of the target 
material does not exceed the critical temperature, and the evaporated 
molecules will transform their velocity distribution from non-equilibrium 
to equilibrium across a transition region of several mean-free-paths 
thickness, which is called the Knudsen Layer. This evaporation interface 
should be considered sharp compared with the length scale of the 
keyhole, and steep jumps of temperature, pressure and physical 
properties exist across this sharp interface. Unfortunately, the jump 
conditions across this sharp interface have not been rigorously captured 
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by most of the dynamics keyhole models. In the LS-based models, a 
diffusive interface is assumed across the keyhole wall, and the 
temperature, velocity and physical properties are smoothed out across 
this transition region. The boundary conditions of energy and pressure 
are incorporated into the models as extra source terms in the transition 
region. In the VOF-based models, the temperature, velocity and physical 
properties of the interface cells are usually the averages of different 
phases according to their volume percentages, and the boundary 
conditions of energy and pressure are also treated as extra source terms 
for the interface cells. These techniques are called “numerical smearing” 
and are utilized to avoid the difficulties when dealing with the 
discretization in interface cells, the neighbors of which may be located on 
the other side of the interface and therefore have vastly different states 
and properties. However, Pang et al. (2011) theoretically revealed that a 
parasitic mass flow can be generated if “numerical smearing” techniques 
are utilized. 
 To solve this problem, the sharp interface method proposed by 
Fedkiw et al. (1999) was recently applied by Pang et al. (2011) in an LS-
based laser keyhole welding model, and the model was shown to be 
promising for a better prediction of keyhole dynamics. The model 
successfully reproduced the keyhole transition from stable to unstable 
state when the welding speed increases, and multiple characteristic flow 
patterns in an unstable keyhole were captured. Unfortunately, the model 
only took into account the phenomena in the liquid and solid phases, 
while the physics in the vapor region is not considered. 
 The above review on the modeling techniques shows that the sharp 
interface model based on level-set equation provides an advantage to 
capture complicated jump conditions across a moving sharp interface. 
This technique is promising as it can better consider the physics 
associated with the “sharp” keyhole wall. However, a sharp interface 
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keyhole model that comprehensively accounts for the physics in both the 
liquid and gas phases has been unavailable until the authors works (Tan 
et al. 2013; Tan and Shin 2014), which will be presented in this 
disseration. 
1.2.2. Microstructure Development during Solidification 
 In a laser keyhole welding process, the molten material will re-
solidify after the laser moves away. In most cases, re-solidification begins 
at the fusion line, where the un-melted substrate serves as the 
nucleation site. When the molten material is the same as the substrate, 
epitaxial nucleation occurs, i.e. the liquid atoms are packed on the 
substrate grains without changing the crystallographic orientations of 
the substrate grains. However, if the material in the molten pool has a 
different crystal structure from that of the substrate, epitaxial growth is 
impossible and new grains will have to nucleate at the fusion line, which 
is usually called non-epitaxial nucleation (Kou, 2002).  
 Once nucleation is completed, the solidification front, i.e. the 
solid/liquid (S/L) interface, will proceed towards the molten pool center. 
The S/L interface is usually not flat, and correspondingly a band region 
called mushy region with coexistence of solid and liquid phases is 
formed. In the mushy region, all the grains tend to grow faster along 
their own crystallographic orientations. Meanwhile, since grain growth is 
driven by the temperature decrement, grains also tend to grow faster 
along the direction of maximum temperature decrement. With the 
interplay of these two factors, the grains with their crystallographic 
orientations aligned well with the direction of maximum temperature 
gradient can grow faster and therefore crowd out those less favorably 
oriented grains. This mechanism is called the competitive growth 
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(Rappaz and Gandin, 1993; Kou, 2002) and it significantly affects the 
final grain structure in the weld zone.   
 In the sub-grain level, the microstructure is also highly dependent 
on the thermal history. The local temperature change is usually 
quantified by the local temperature gradient G and growth rate R. As the 
ratio G/R decreases, the degree of constitutional supercooling increases, 
and the sub-grain level microstructure morphology tends to change from 
planar, cellular, columnar dendritic to equi-axed dendritic. As the 
product term G × R, which is actually the local cooling rate, increases, 
less time is available for the dendrites to grow coarser for the reduction 
of total surface energy, and therefore dendrites become finer. The effects 
of different solidification parameters are well illustrated in Figure 1.3. 
 
Figure 1.3. Effect of temperature gradient  and growth rate  on the 
morphology and size of solidification microstructure (Kou, 2002). 
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 In welding processes, the terms of G and R are both higher than 
those in the common casting process; the ratio of G/R is usually on the 
low end and produces either columnar or equi-axed dendritic structures. 
The cooling rate G × R is on the high end and hence it produces fine 
microstructure (Debroy and David, 1995; David et al., 2003). 
 The experimental observations of the microstructure are usually 
performed in the post-weld stage, and works of in-situ observations are 
very rare. A time-resolved X-ray diffraction technique has been used to 
investigate the molten pool solidification (Babu et al., 2002; Komizo et 
al., 2008), but the results had low spatial resolution and could only 
provide information regarding phase composition but not dendrite 
morphology. Trivedi et al. (2003) used a camera to observe the 
solidification of a transparent organic compound during laser re-melting 
processes, but the findings for such material may not be applicable to 
metals. The in-situ observation of microstructure development is made 
possible with X-ray imaging techniques (Reinhart et al., 2005; Arnberg 
and Mathiesen, 2007; Ruvalcaba et al., 2007). The investigations 
however have been mostly focused on casting processes, and little work 
can be found on welding processes. This is probably because that the 
observations for welding solidification require higher spatial resolution 
(due to the small size of mushy region in the molten pool) and temporal 
resolution (due to the rapid cooling in the molten pool) that are not easily 
available.  
 Numerical modeling techniques have little physical constraints and 
can provide detailed information for solidification processes. They have 
attracted a huge amount of attention and there have been significant 
progresses on the modeling of grain and dendrite growth during 
solidification. 
 The prediction of grain growth during different solidification 
processes has been achieved with various methods. A model was 
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developed by Rappaz et al. (1989; 1990) and David et al (1990) to 
theoretically capture the geometric relation between the growth direction 
and crystallographic orientation of each grain, and the model can well 
predict the grain structure in electron beam welds of stainless steel 
single-crystal. A similar model was developed by Liu and Dupont (2004; 
2005) to investigate the effects of melt-pool geometry on grain growth in 
laser surface-melted superalloy single crystals. The predictions for grain 
growth in poly-crystalline materials were achieved by Rappaz and Gandin 
(1993; 1996) with a numerical model based on the Cellular Automaton 
(CA) method. The model tracks the growth of each grain according to the 
deterministic solutions of dendrite growth velocity, and the effect of 
solidification front geometry on the competitive grain growth is inherently 
considered. This modeling approach has been applied to laser direct 
deposition (Grujic et al., 2001) and arc welding (Chen et al., 2014) 
processes to investigate the grain structure. Monte Carlo methods have 
also been used to simulate the grain growth, which is considered as a 
probabilistic event based on the associated thermodynamics (Brown and 
Spittle, 1989; Zhu and Smith 1992). The technique was utilized by Yang 
et al. (2000) and Koseki et al. (2003) to predict the grain growth in the 
fusion zone and heat affect zone during welding processes.  
 On the dendritic level, theoretical investigations of microstructure 
evolution were started with various analytical models (Kurz et al., 1986; 
Lipton et al., 1987; Kessler et al., 1988). However, since so many factors, 
including mass/heat transport, capillary effect, crystallographic 
anisotropy and thermodynamic & kinetics effects, are taking place at the 
same time, the analytical solutions are usually valid only for simple and 
ideal cases. To overcome this problem, numerical techniques have been 
developed, and the Cellular Automata (CA) and Phase Field (PF) models 
are the most popular ones among all the numerical models. 
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 The Cellular Automata models (Zhu and Hong 2001; Zhu and Hong 
2002; Wang et al., 2003; Beltran-Sanchez and Stefanescu, 2003; 
Beltran-Sanchez and Stefanescu, 2004; Dong and Lee, 2005; Zhu and 
Stefanescu, 2007) explicitly track the location of the solid/liquid (S/L) 
interface according to the interface growth velocity. In the early 
formulations, Zhu and Hong (2001; 2002) calculated the interface growth 
velocity as a function of undercooling based on the analytical models, 
such as the Kurz–Giovanola–Trevedi (KGT) model (Kurz et al., 1986). The 
major problem for this formulation is that the analytical solution, which 
only works for ideal situations, has been applied to other unjustified 
situations. Therefore the simulation may not be accurate and can only 
give qualitative prediction. In more recent formulations, Wang et al. 
(2003), Beltran-Sanchez and Stefanescu (2003; 2004), Dong and Lee 
(2005) and Zhu and Stefanescu (2007) calculated implicitly the interface 
growth velocity by solving the transport equations for the solid and liquid 
phases with a boundary condition of solute conservation at the interface. 
This formulation does not assume ideal interface shape or steady state 
growth, and thus becomes more general. The predicted dendrite growth 
can be quantitatively accurate.  
 The CA models are highly computationally efficient and have been 
successfully applied to simulate the dendrite morphology in welding and 
cladding cases (Pavlyk and Dilthey, 2004; Yin and Felicelli, 2010). 
However, most of the CA models, due to the constraints of the growth 
kinetics formulation, can only be applied to binary alloys. Thuinet and 
Lee (2006) and Zhu et al. (2007) modified the CA formulations to 
consider multi-component and/or multi-phase alloys, but they have 
made various assumptions to simplify the problem, which makes their 
applicability limited.  
 The Phase Field model is a set of thermodynamically-based partial 
differential equations, in which the solid/liquid interface is considered to 
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be diffusive and is defined by the continuous variation of the 'order 
parameter' (Boettinger et al., 2002; Chen 2002; Granasy et al., 2004). 
This model has been used by Ode et al. (2000), Kobayashi et al., (2003), 
Cha et al. (2005), Zhang et al. (2006), Böttger et al. (2008) and Fukumoto 
and Nomoto (2009) to simulate the dendrite growth for different multi-
component alloys. Most of the multi-component PF models are based on 
the work proposed by Kim, Kim and Suzuki, which is therefore called 
Kim-Kim-Suzuki or KKS model (1999). The model defines the PF 
interface to be a mixture of liquid and solid phases of different 
compositions but identical “chemical potential”. When expanding the 
KKS model from binary alloys to multi-component alloys, the CALPHAD 
(CALculation of PHAse Diagram) method was introduced to calculate the 
Gibbs energy of the system, such as in the works of Zhang et al. (2006), 
Böttger et al. (2008) and Fukumoto and Nomoto (2009); the model 
parameters may also need to be modified to compensate for all the 
unphysical effects of an artificially broad interface in the “thin interface 
limit”, such as in the work of Cha et al. (2005), Zhang et al. (2006) and 
Kim (2007). The models have been applied to ternary alloys (Ode et al., 
2000; Cha et al., 2005; Fukumoto and Nomoto, 2009) and even 
quaternary and quinary alloys (Steinbach et al., 2006; Eiken, 2010), and 
realistic multi-phase microstructure patterns have been obtained.  
 The PF methods have also been utilized by Böttger et al. (2008), 
Fallah et al. (2012), Montiel et al. (2012) and Zheng et al. (2014) in 
welding and cladding processes to achieve quantitative predictions of 
dendritic morphologies. But the most serious problem for this approach 
is the high computational cost. Even though the techniques like adaptive 
mesh refinement and parallel computing are used, the PF simulations 
usually take hundreds of CPU hours. This problem limits the application 
of the PF model to small spatial and time domains. 
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 Based on the development of the CA and PF models, a PF-CA 
model has been proposed by Natsume and Ohsasa (2006), which 
integrated the CA and PF models with an off-line inter-communication. A 
KKS-type phase field model was developed to simulate the growth of a 
single dendrite for ternary alloys. A correlation between dendrite tip 
velocity and undercooling was found and applied to a CA model to 
predict the grain growth in a casting process. This model, by introducing 
PF calculated growth kinetics, enables the CA model to handle multi-
component alloys. However, since the CA model is built only to track the 
expansion of grain envelopes, no information about the dendrite 
morphology within the grains was provided and the prediction could only 
be qualitative.  
 The above review shows advantages and disadvantages for both the 
CA and PF models, the two most popular numerical models to predict 
dendrite growth. A modeling approach with high computational efficiency 
and comprehensive thermodynamic consideration is still missing. Some 
effort has been made to combine the two techniques, but the integration 
approach is not advanced enough to produce quantitative result. 
 A novel model has been proposed by the author to integrate the CA 
and PF model. The model uses the PF method to estimate the interface 
growth kinetics and use the CA model to track the interface growth (Tan 
et al., 2011a). The model was shown to provide quantitative prediction of 
dendrite morphology of multi-component alloys in large areas with 
affordable computational cost, and was applied to investigate the 
dynamic dendrite growth in laser cladding and laser conduction welding 
processes (Tan et al., 2011b; Tan et al., 2012).  
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1.3. Research Objectives 
 The objectives of the present research are to gain a scientific 
understanding of laser keyhole welding process, thus providing a means 
for optimizing the process of laser keyhole welding for stack of multiple 
stainless steel thin plates. The major approach to achieve such objectives 
is by developing a systematical and comprehensive predictive model. The 
following specific goals are established for the dissertation: 
 
(a) Develop an accurate numerical model to investigate the dynamic 
keyhole welding process on the macro-scale: 
- The model should take into account the evolution of keyhole and 
the associated heat/mass transport phenomena in gas, liquid and 
solid region. It should also take into account the jump condition 
across the “sharp” keyhole wall. 
- The model should be validated against experimental results. 
- The model should be used to investigate the phenomena in the 
plume and molten pool under various circumstances and thus 
reveal the effects of different parameters on the keyhole dynamics. 
 
(b) Develop numerical models to investigate the microstructure 
development during solidification of keyhole-induced molten pool. 
- The models should include thermodynamically-based 
consideration for multi-component alloys. It should also be 
computationally efficient so that the simulation can cover the 
entire molten pool during laser keyhole welding. 
- The model should be validated against experimental results. 
- The model should be used to investigate the effects of thermal 





(c) Investigate the processing-microstructure-properties relationship in 
laser keyhole welding for stack of multiple stainless steel thin plates 
using the developed multi-scale model and experiments. 
1.4. Dissertation Outline 
 This dissertation will include 5 chapters. Chapter 1, which is this 
chapter, has given introduction of the research background, relevant 
literature review and the research objectives. Chapter 2 will be focused 
on the macro-scale modeling of dynamic keyhole phenomena, while 
chapter 3 will be focused on the micro-scale modeling of microstructure 
development during solidification. In chapter 4, the multi-scale model 
will be applied to investigate the laser keyhole welding for a stack of 
stainless thin plates. Conclusions and recommendations for future works 




CHAPTER 2. MACRO-SCALE MODELING OF KEYHOLE DYNAMICS 
 In this chapter, a three dimensional transient model is developed 
to investigate the dynamics of keyhole and molten pool in a self-
consistent manner. The model features the utilization of sharp interface 
method for accurate consideration of the complex surface phenomena on 
the keyhole wall and a comprehensive hydrodynamic calculation for both 
the vapor plume and molten pool. The model is applied to investigate the 
dynamics of keyhole and molten pool in welding processes using both 
pulsed and continuous wave lasers.  
2.1. Model Introduction 
2.1.1. Dual-Mesh Scheme 
 In a keyhole welding process, complex physical phenomena take 
places in the keyhole and molten pool, which need to be addressed by a 
multi-phase, multi-physics and therefore computational demanding 
model. However, the sizes of the keyhole and molten pool are very small 
compared with the size of the entire substrate, in most of which only 
thermal conduction is taking place. In order to improve the 
computational efficiency, a dual-mesh scheme has been utilized for the 
model, as shown in Figure 2.1. One computational domain with fine 
mesh (shown by the dashed square in Figure 2.1) is built to cover the 
molten pool and the vapor plume, and the multi-phase multi-physics 
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model will be applied to this domain. Another computational domain 
with rather coarse mesh (shown by the solid square in Figure 2.1) is built 
for the entire substrate, to which only a simple thermal conduction 
model is applied. The two domains overlap in the region where the 
keyhole and the molten pool exist, and in this region the coarse-mesh 
cells are frozen and the thermal conduction model for the coarse-mesh is 
not active. The thermal field in the unfrozen part of the coarse-mesh 
domain interacts with the fine-mesh domain through an appropriate 
setup of boundary conditions at the contacting surface between the two 
domains. It is noted that the fine-mesh domain is moving with respect to 
the coarse-mesh domain in pace with the laser motion, and the size of 
the fine-mesh domain can be minimized to be only slightly larger than 
the keyhole and molten pool. Therefore, the demanding keyhole model 
can be limited to a small domain regardless of the size of the entire 
substrate, and thus the computational expense can be greatly reduced. 
 
Figure 2.1. Dual-mesh scheme for laser keyhole welding model. 
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 In the following sections, the models for both the fine-mesh and 
coarse-mesh domains will be described first, and then the interaction 
scheme between the two domains will be introduced. 
2.1.2. Multi-Physics Model for Keyhole and Molten Pool 
 During a typical laser keyhole welding process, there co-exist solid, 
liquid and vapor phases, and physical processes of laser-matter 
interaction, phase change, heat transfer, fluid flow and free interface 
motion take place simultaneously. In order to accurately capture the 
dynamics of the process, all these phenomena have been accounted for 
in the model, as introduced below. 
 
Keyhole Evolution 
 In this multi-phase model, the solid and liquid phases are 
classified into the condensed region, while the gaseous phases, including 
the metallic vapor and ambient gases, are classified into the non-
condensed region. The interface between these two regions, a part of 
which being the keyhole wall, is tracked by the level-set equation in 
Equation (2.1) (Osher and Fedkiw, 2003; Ki et al, 2001; Pang et al., 2011).  = − !"# + %&'() ∙ +"#, ∙ ∇ (2.1)
Here φ is the level-set function. The interface of interest is assumed to be 
the iso-level-set surface of φ = 0, and the level-set value of any point is 
the signed distance from this point to the zero level-set. The distance is 
defined to be positive in the non-condensed region and negative in the 
condensed region, which ensures the monotonicity of the level-set field 
across the interface. The term on the right hand side (RHS) of the 
equation denotes the interface velocity along the interface normal 
direction, and it has two components. The first component, V"#, is the 
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interface velocity caused by local liquid convection, and the second 
component, F123 ∙ N""#, is the interface recession velocity due to the 
evaporative mass loss (where F123 is the interface recession rate and N""# is 
the unit normal vector of the interface). The velocity term drives the level-
set field in the entire domain to evolve, and hence the location of zero 
level-set is changed, which resembles the motion of the interface. 
 
Transport Phenomena 
 The transport phenomena for the solid, liquid and gaseous phases 
are all calculated by simultaneously solving the conservation equations 
for mass, chemical species, momentum and energy, which are given in 
Equations (2.2)~(2.5).  567 + ∇ ∙  6!"#, = 0 (2.2) 5687 + ∇ ∙  6!"#8, = ∇ ∙ 596∇Y7 (2.3)  6!"#, + ∇ ∙  6!"#!"#, = ∇ ∙  ;∇!"#, − ∇p 
− ;=!"# + 6>?#@A5B − B>7 + CB ∇DBEF57 
(2.4)
 56ℎ7 + ∇ ∙  6!"#ℎ, = ∇ ∙ 5H∇B7 (2.5)
 In Equation (2.2) (the mass conservation equation), ρ is the density 
and V"# is the fluid velocity. The mass in the non-condensed region is 
assumed to be the mixture of Argon gas and metallic vapor, both of 
which are treated as compressible ideal gases when calculating their 
densities. The mass fraction of iron vapor in its mixture with argon gas, 
which is denoted by Y, is calculated by Equation (2.3) (the species 
conservation equation).  
 In Equation (2.4) (the momentum conservation equation), μ is the 
viscosity, K is the isotropic permeability expressed by the Kozeny- 
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Carman equation, ρL is the reference density at the reference 
temperature TL, βO is the thermal expansion coefficient, ∂γ ∂T⁄  is the 
surface tension coefficient, and ∇T is the temperature gradient on the 
tangent direction of the surface. The last 3 terms on the RHS of Equation 
(2.4) are the source terms that are active only in the liquid region. The 
first one is the damping force for the liquid phase to pass through mushy 
region, the second one is the thermo-gravitational force, and the third 
term is the thermo-capillary force, which is applied on the tangent 
direction of the interface with the help of Equation (2.6) (the modified 
delta function). 
EF57 = S1T + 1T UVW XYT Z if	0 >  > T0																											^_W^  
(2.6)
Here ξ is the thickness of the transition layer for the thermo-capillary 
force. 
 In Equation (2.5) (the energy conservation equation), h is the 
material enthalpy and k is the thermal conductivity. The enthalpy is 
calculated as a function of temperature according to Equation (2.7).  ℎD5B7 = cDB (for solid metal) (2.7a)ℎFdDef5B7 = ℎD5BDghijdD7 +	kF&hlmD (for mushy region) (2.7b)ℎh5B7 = ℎD5BDghijdD7 + kF&hl + ch B − BhindijdD, (for liquid metal) (2.7c)ℎ'5B7 = ℎh Bogihipq, + k&'() + c' B − Bogihipq, (for vapor metal) (2.7d)ℎq(D5B7 = cq(DB (for assisting gas) (2.7e)
Here Cr is the specific heat for metal solid, liquid, vapor or assisting gas 
according to the subscript, Tr is the solidus, liquidus or boiling 
temperature of the metal according to the subscript, and f is the volume 
fraction of the solid metal in the mushy region. Note that evaporation 
takes place in a wide range of temperature around the nominal boiling 
temperature Tst, and this phenomenon is quantitatively captured in 
the present model with the kinetics proposed by Knight (1979). However, 
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when calculating the enthalpy for the metallic vapor with Equation (2.7d), 
it is assumed that the evaporation always takes place at Tst. Since the 
evaporation is minor with the actual evaporation temperature below Tst and gets exponentially more intensive when the evaporation 
temperature goes above Tst, it can be asserted that most of the vapor 
in the keyhole is generated with the actual evaporation temperature 
higher than Tst, i.e. with a superheating condition. The maximum 
superheating on the keyhole wall, as will be shown in the simulation 
results, is usually less than 300 K, and with a given superheating of 300 
K Equation (2.7d) can give an underestimation of <2% for the metallic 
vapor enthalpy. 
 It is emphasized that no special source term is included in the 
governing equations to consider the evaporation on the keyhole wall. The 
evaporation phenomenon generates a mass flux with specific 
temperature, velocity and mass flow rate, and is addressed in the 
configuration of boundary conditions, as will be introduced later.  
 Also note that the mixing of two species in the non-condensed 
region can significantly change the physical properties of mixture. 
Specifically, the mixture viscosity is determined based on Wilke's 
formulation (Wilke, 1950), and the thermal conductivity is calculated 
according to Mathur's formulation (Mathur et al., 1967). In the present 
work, the 304 stainless steel is used as substrate and Argon is used as 
assisting gas, and their physical properties are given in Table 2.1 
(Lancaster, 1986; Ki et al, 2001; He et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2006; 
Dasgupta et al., 2007; Amara and Fabbro, 2008; Murphy, 2010; Wen 
and Shin 2010). The terms of viscosity and thermal conductivity for the 
pure iron vapor and argon gas are temperature dependent (Lancaster, 
1986; Murphy, 2010). The specific heat only has minor change with the 
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temperature below 5000K and is considered constant for both the pure 
iron vapor and the argon gas in this work. 
Table 2.1. Physical properties of 304 stainless steel and argon gas. 
Property 304 Stainless Steel Argon 
 Solid Liquid Vapor  
Density  
(kg m-3) 
7200 6900 Ideal gas Ideal gas 









Specific heat  
(J kg-1 K-1) 
712 837 495 520 








(kg m-1 s-1) 





(W m-1 K-1) 




Surface tension coefficient  
(N m-1 K-1)  
 -0.43E-3   
Thermal expansion 
coefficient (K-1) 
 1.96E-5   
 
Boundary Conditions 
 There are two types of boundaries for the fine-mesh domain, as 
shown in Figure 2.2. The first type of boundary is the surrounding 
surfaces of fine-mesh domain. Some of these surfaces exist in the 
condensed region (denoted by the dotted line in Figure 2.2), and these 
are the areas where the fine-mesh domain contacts and interacts with 
the coarse-mesh domain. A Dirichlet boundary condition with given 
temperature is applied on these areas, and the boundary temperature is 
determined from the calculation result in the coarse-mesh domain (as 
will be introduced later). The other domain surfaces exist in the non-
condensed region (denoted by the dashed lines in Figure 2.2), and the 
boundary condition in these areas is set to be "pressure outlet", with the 
ambient pressure being atmospheric and all the flow quantities 




Figure 2.2. Boundary conditions for fine-mesh domain. 
 If side assisting gas is involved in the process, a nozzle can be 
placed in the computational domain (as shown in Figure 2.2). The cells 
within the nozzle are frozen, and predefined values of temperature, 
pressure, chemical composition and velocity are assigned to the cells on 
the nozzle exit to resemble the influx of assisting gas. The influx gas is 
assumed to be pure argon at 300K under atmospheric pressure, and the 
velocity is assumed to be uniform across the exit, with the vector 
direction aligned with the nozzle and the vector magnitude calculated 
based on Equation (2.8). 
u!"#u = v14Y9x6 
(2.8)
Here Q is the mass flow rate and D is the internal diameter of the nozzle. 
 The second type of boundary for the fine-mesh domain is the 
interface between the condensed and non-condensed regions, which is 
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tracked by the zero level-set. The boundary conditions at the keyhole wall 
are very complex due to the multi-physics taking place simultaneously 
on the keyhole wall (Figure 2.3). The first are the energy exchanges at the 
keyhole wall, which include the energy gain through Fresnel absorption 
of the laser beam and the energy loss due to radiation and convection. 
The second are the phenomena associated with evaporation. At the 
magnitude of threshold energy density for keyhole induction, the 
evaporation on the keyhole wall follows the Knudsen layer kinetics 
(Knight, 1979). The temperature and various physical properties of the 
liquid and vapor phases on different sides of the Knudsen layer are vastly 
different, and the evaporation is always accompanied by recoil pressure 
and energy loss in the form of evaporative latent heat. The third are 
associated with surface tension, including the capillary force and 
thermo-capillary force. All these complex phenomena can be categorized 
into four different jump conditions across the keyhole wall; namely, 
temperature jump, heat flux jump, properties jump and pressure jump. 
 
Figure 2.3. Jump conditions across keyhole wall. 
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 The temperature jump across the interface can be expressed as 
Equation (2.9). {B| = Bh − B' (2.9)
Here {X| = X − X2 is used to denote the jump of a specific physical 
quantity, X, across the interface. T and T2 are the temperatures on the 
liquid side and vapor side of the Knudsen layer.  
 Meanwhile, multiple energy exchange processes take place 
simultaneously on the interface. These produce a jump condition of heat 
flux across the interface, as formulated in Equation (2.10). {m| = ~H∇B + 6!"#ℎ = h(D&> − 5B − B∞7 − &'()k&'() (2.10)
On the RHS of the equation, the first term, q1L, is the heat influx due to 
laser absorption on the keyhole wall. The second term is the heat efflux 
due to the surface radiation, where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
and ε is the material emissivity. The third term is the latent heat required 
for local evaporation, where m123 is the evaporated mass rate and L123 is 
the latent heat of evaporation. 
 When evaporation occurs, a certain amount of liquid material 
turns to vapor material, which produces a sharp increase of V, the 
velocity component along the interface normal. Such a velocity jump 
condition can be formulated as Equation (2.11) (Nguyen et al., 2001). 
{!p| = &'() 16 (2.11)
 At any evaporation spot on the keyhole wall, the flow velocity can 
be determined based on Equation (2.11). The vapor temperature can be 
determined based on Equation (2.9), and hence the vapor density can be 
calculated by the ideal gas law. With the values of all these quantities, 
the fluxes of mass, metallic vapor species, momentum and energy due to 
the evaporation can be predicted on the keyhole wall, and they will be 
assigned as the boundary conditions for the governing equations in 
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Equation (2.2)~(2.5) in the non-condensed region to quantitatively 
resemble the evaporation phenomenon.  
 A number of forces are acting on the interface to make the 
pressure quite different between the gaseous and liquid phases. The 
pressure jump across the interface can be evaluated as in Equation 
(2.12) (Kang et al., 2000; Pang et al., 2011). 




)hdF& + CCB ∇DB ∙ B"""#CB ∇DB ∙ Bx"""# 
 
(2.12)
Here T"""# and Tx"""# are the orthogonal unit tangent vectors, I is the identity 
matrix, τ = μ ∇V"# + ∇V"#O, is the viscous stress tensor, P31 is the force 
generated by the vapor plume on the liquid surface, γκ is the capillary 
force on the liquid surface (with γ and κ being the surface tension 
coefficient and surface curvature, respectively), and ∂γ ∂T⁄ ∇T is the 
thermo-capillary force. Note that in the present model, only recoil 
pressure and capillary force are treated with the sharp interface model, 
and the thermo-capillary force has been treated in a diffusive manner as 
in Equation (2.4). Therefore, Equation (2.12) can be simplified to 
Equation (2.13) (Pang et al., 2011), {| = )hdF& + C + 2~+"# ∙ ;∇!"# ∙ +"#A (2.13)
 Two major mechanisms contribute to the term P31. First, the 
evaporation generates a recoil pressure on the local liquid surface, as can 
be calculated by Equation (2.14) (Semak and Matsunawa, 1997). 
>&¡gih = 0.55D(l5B7 = 0.55£exp¦ k&'()'Bogihipq §1 − A¨©ª«ª¬­O ®¯ (2.14)
Here P and P£ are the saturation pressure and atmospheric pressure, 
respectively, and R2 is the gas constant. Second, the vapor flow may 
impact on the liquid surface, and such effect is measured by the 
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stagnation pressure of the vapor phase, Pt, which can be calculated by 
Equation (2.15). Dl(q = Dl(li¡ + 0.56!px (2.15)
Here P
 is the static pressure component of the vapor phase, and 0.5ρVx is the dynamic pressure component, with V being the normal 
component of the vapor velocity with respect to the keyhole wall. The 
plume effect is then evaluated by Equation (2.16). )hdF& = °± >&¡gih, Dl(q, (2.16)
 When calculating the boundary conditions, q1L in Equation (2.10) 
is closely related to the laser energy distribution on the keyhole wall, 
which will be evaluated based on the ray-tracing model; and T and T2 in 
Equation (2.9) and m123	in Equation (2.10) and Equation (2.11) have to 
be found by the evaporation model. 
 
Ray-Tracing Model 
 In the ray-tracing model (Ki et al., 2002c) the laser beam is divided 
into a finite number of rays, and the route of each ray is explicitly 
tracked according to Equation (2.17) as it experiences multiple 
reflections in the keyhole. "# = #+ 2 −# ∙ +"#,+"# (2.17)
Here I# and R"# are the unit vectors of incident and reflected ray, and N""#, 
again, is the unit normal vector of the local interface. Upon each ray 
incidence, a certain portion of the energy of the incident ray will be 
deposited onto the local surface through Fresnel absorption, and the 
total energy deposited on a surface point, q1L, is the sum of the 
deposited energy from all ray incidences on this point, as formulated in 
Equation (2.18). 
h(D&> =³³i,´µ¶> ·i,´,´i  (2.18)
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Here I,¸ is the energy of the i-th ray before its j-th incidence on the point, 
and the Fresnel absorption coefficient αºL can be calculated as a function 
of the incident angle χ in Equation (2.19) (Cho and Na, 2006; Zhou et al., 
2006). 
µ¶>5·7 = 1 − 0.5 ¼1 + 51 −  cos ·7x1 + 51 +  cos ·7x + x − 2 cos · + 2cosx·x + 2 cos · + 2cosx·À (2.19)
Here ε is a material constant related to its electrical conductance. 
 Besides the Fresnel absorption on the keyhole wall, the laser is 
also attenuated as it travels through the keyhole plume. The laser 
attenuated by a given control volume of plume can be calculated by the 
Beer’s law in Equation (2.20). 
∆5±7 = £ 1 − exp5−µ±7, (2.20)
Here x is the travel length of a ray across the control volume, and µ is the 
attenuation coefficient. It has been experimentally found that particles 
with the radius less than 100nm are formed during keyhole welding with 
either Nd:YAG or fiber laser (Greses et al., 2003b; Katayama and 
Kawahito, 2009; Blackburn et al., 2010). The particles in the plume can 
absorb and scatter laser beams, and the attenuation coefficient can be 
evaluated by Equation (2.21) (Greses et al., 2004; Blackburn et al, 2010; 
Park and Na, 2010).  




v(oD) = 8YÃÄ Im¼Æx − 1Æx + 1À (2.21b)µ =  vD¡(l + v(oD),YÃx+ (2.21c)
Here r is the particle radius, λ is the laser wavelength, n is the complex 
refractive index of the particle and N is the particle density. In the 
present work, it is assumed that 5% of the iron vapor changes to 
spherical particles with r = 25nm, and n = 3.81 + 4.44i is found from 
(Greses et al., 2004) for the calculation. The particle density is calculated 
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based on the local metal vapor density, which is found from the solution 
of hydrodynamic equations. 
 
Evaporation Model 
 The evaporation kinetics has been studied extensively, and the 
analytical model proposed by Knight (1979) has been widely used for 
laser welding processes (Ki et al. 2001; Zhou et al., 2006; Pang et al., 
2011) and laser ablation processes (Jeong et al., 1998; Wu and Shin 
2006). According to this model, the steep change of temperature at the 
two ends of Knudsen Layer can be calculated by Equation (2.22). 
B'Bh = È1 + Y X0.5ÉÊ CD − 1CD + 1Z




Here γ is the ratio of specific heat, SÍ = Î0.5γ M⁄  with M being the Mach 
number of the flow just outside the Knudsen layer. The net evaporated 
mass flux of evaporation, i.e. m123 is calculated by Equation (2.23). &'() = 6h%&'()
= D(l5Bh7È (2YHÐBh − @6hÈB'2Y §exp5−ÉÊx 7 − ÎYÉÊerfc5ÉÊ7® 
(2.23)
Here m is atomic mass of the substrate, kÑ is the Boltzmann constant, β 
is the ratio between evaporated and back-scattered particles, and erfc5 7 
is the error function. 
2.1.3. Heat Conduction Model for Entire Substrate 
 The coarse mesh covers the entire substrate, and in this domain 
only the thermal conduction is calculated based on Equation (2.24).   56ℎ7 = ∇ ∙ 5H∇B7 (2.24)
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Two different boundary conditions are assigned to the coarse-mesh 
domain. On the contacting surface with the fine-mesh domain, the 
boundary condition is assigned to be Dirichlet, as for its counterpart 
surface in the fine-mesh domain. On the exterior surfaces of the 
substrate, the Neumann boundary condition is applied, and the heat 
efflux is calculated according to the local convection and thermal 
radiation, as given in Equation (2.25), 
H BÆ = ℎ5B − B∞7 + 5B − B∞7 (2.25)
with ℎ	being the coefficient for air convection. 
2.1.4. Numerical Implementation 
 In each physical time step, the following procedures are followed to 
solve the numerical model.  
 
Step 1 - Solution of Keyhole Model in Fine-Mesh Domain 
 To solve the keyhole model, the ray-tracing model and evaporation 
model are solved first to update the boundary conditions on the keyhole 
wall based on the hydrodynamic solution from the last physical time step. 
The solution of the evaporation model follows the algorithm by Gusarov 
and Sumurov (2005). The updated jump conditions at the keyhole wall 
are applied in the sharp interface model based on the ghost fluid method 
proposed by Fedkiw et al. (1999).  
 For the example case shown in Figure 2.4, in which cell B is in the 
liquid region and cell C is in the gas region, there will be difficulties when 
implementing numerical discretization for the liquid cell B since its 
neighbor cell C is vapour and has drastically different properties and 
states from the liquid phase. The basic idea of the ghost fluid method is 
to generate a ghost liquid cell for cell B at location C, and this ghost cell, 
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instead of cell C, will be used for the discretization of cell B to avoid 
numerical difficulties. Similarly, a ghost vapor cell is needed for cell C at 
location B. The boundary conditions on the keyhole wall, including 
capillary force, Fresnel absorption of laser energy, surface radiation and 
evaporation, are included when implementing spatial discretization for 
an interface cell with its ghost neighbor cell. 
 
Figure 2.4. Determination of interface temperature and ghost 
temperature. 
 The ghost velocity can be calculated by Equation (2.26), which is a 
discrete form of Equation (2.11). 
!"#ÐqegDl = !"#ÐlÒ∆l −&'() X 16' − 16hZ+"# (2.26a)
!"#ÓqegDl = !"#ÓlÒ∆l +&'() X 16' − 16hZ+"# (2.26b)
Here the superscript t − ∆t denotes the value from the previous time step 
and the superscript t denotes the value from the present time step. The 
ghost temperature terms are calculated by a modified procedure from the 
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algorithm proposed by Liu et al. (2000). The jump conditions of 
temperature and temperature gradient, according to Equation (2.9) and 
Equation (2.10), can be discretized as shown in Equation (2.27). 
{H∇B|lÒ∆l = {m|lÒ∆l − {6!ℎ|lÒ∆l = Hh Bhl − BÐlÒ∆l∆±Ð − H' BÓ
lÒ∆l − B'l∆±Ó  (2.27a){B|lÒ∆l = Bhl − B'l (2.27b)
All the terms with superscript t − ∆t are known from the previous time 
step, the only two unknowns, T and T2, can therefore be explicitly found. 
The ghost temperature for cell B at the location of cell C, TÖth, must 
satisfy Equation (2.28), 
Hh Bhl − BÐlÒ∆l∆±Ð = Hh BÓ
qegDl − BÐlÒ∆l5∆±Ð + ∆±Ó7  (2.28)
and hence TÖth can be determined by Equation (2.29a). TÑthcan be 
determined by Equation (2.29b) based on a similar derivation. 
BÓqegDl = BÐlÒ∆l + 5∆±Ð + ∆±Ó7∆±Ð  Bhl − BÐlÒ∆l, (2.29a)
BÐqegDl = BÓlÒ∆l + 5∆±Ð + ∆±Ó7∆±Ó  B'l − BÓlÒ∆l, (2.29b)
The ghost pressure can be determined by a similar procedure based on 
the pressure jump conditions in Equation (2.13), and the ghost species 
mass fraction is 1 for both the liquid and vapor interface cells. 
 Based on the updated ghost cells, the hydrodynamic equations in 
both the gas and metal regions can be solved by a generic solver based 
on the preconditioning method (Li and Merkle 2006). Next, the keyhole 
wall velocity can be found from the hydrodynamic solution and is 
extended to the entire domain based on the algorithm proposed by Tan 
and Zabaras (2006). The level-set distribution is then calculated and re-
initialized using the second-order Essentially Non-Oscillatory (ENO) 
method for spatial discretization and the first-order forward Euler 
method for temporal discretization (Osher and Fedkiw, 2003). 
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Step 2 - Solution of Conduction Model in Coarse-Mesh Domain 
 The thermal conduction equation for the coarse-mesh domain, i.e. 
Equation (2.24), is discretized with the standard finite volume method 
and solved with an explicit scheme.  
 
Step 3 - Information Exchange Between Two Domains 
 Once the temperature fields are updated for both the two domains, 
their results are used to calculate the temperature for the Dirichlet 
boundary condition at the contacting surfaces between the two domains 
for the next time step. An example of the mesh configuration around a 
contacting surface is given in Figure 2.5. In the circled area, the coarse 
mesh covers the entire region and is denoted by the blue dashed lines, 
while the fine mesh only covers the right side of the region and is 
denoted by the red solid lines. On the boundary of the fine mesh domain, 
the temperature on a boundary point (denoted by the green hollow dot) 
can be calculated with the inverse-distance- weighted average algorithm 
using the values on the 8 closest cell centroids in the coarse mesh. The 
centroids are located at the center of the coarse cells but are not 
explicitly shown in the figure. Note that only 4 centroids can be found 
from this 2D figure while 8 centroids are actually needed for a 3D 
calculation. In the coarse mesh, the boundary is selected to be located 
deep inside the fine-mesh domain. For the example point denoted by the 
green solid dot, the temperature is also calculated with the inverse-
distance-weighted average algorithm using the values on the 8 closest 
cell centroids in the fine mesh. In this example configuration, all the 
coarse cells on the right side of the selected boundary are frozen, and the 
thermal conduction model is not active in this area. The area is already 
covered by the fine-mesh domain, and the temperature distribution is 
calculated by the keyhole model. 
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Figure 2.5. Determination of boundary temperature for dual-mesh. 
 A final issue is to update the relative position between the two 
domains. While the coarse-mesh domain is stationary, the fine-mesh 
domain needs to move in pace with the laser motion so that it can always 
cover the moving keyhole plume and molten pool. The motion of the fine-
mesh domain is implemented with a time interval of ∆t = ∆x V1L⁄ , with ∆x being the size of fine mesh and V1L being the laser scanning speed. 
At the time to move the fine mesh, the last layer at the tail of the fine-
mesh domain will be abandoned and a new layer of mesh will be 
generated at the front of the domain. Therefore the fine mesh domain has 
moved forward with respect to the stationary coarse mesh domain by a 
distance of ∆x, as shown in Figure 2.6. The initial conditions of the new 
layer are calculated using the same manner with which the boundary 
conditions are calculated. After one movement is completed, the fine 
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mesh stays stationary with respect to the coarse mesh until the next 
movement is necessary. 
 
Figure 2.6. Implementation of fine-mesh movement.  
 In the above section, a numerical model based on a dual-mesh 
scheme is introduced. This model will be applied to keyhole welding 
processes using pulsed laser as well as continuous wave laser. The 
model will be validated against the experimental results, and further 
investigations will be made based on the simulation results.  
2.2. Investigation on Pulsed Laser Keyhole Welding 
2.2.1. Model Validation against Experiments 
 The model is first applied to keyhole welding process using pulse 
laser. An IPG YLS-1000 fiber laser with a spot radius of 0.24 mm at the 
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focal position is used for the experiments. The matrix of experimental 
parameters is given in Table 2.2. 










Weld pool depth 
(mm) 
Exp. Sim. 
1 500 2 0.288 0.320 
2 500 5 0.495 0.515 
3 500 10 0.614 0.621 
4 400 10 0.480 0.505 
5 600 10 0.733 0.716 
 
 The 304 stainless steel substrate is heated upon irradiation of a 
stationary laser pulse and a keyhole is generated. After the pulse 
termination the molten material shall refill the keyhole and re-solidify. 
The weld metal was cut across its center line, and the pool size was 
observed with an optical microscope. 
 The numerical model has been applied to all the cases listed in 
Table 2.2, and an example 3D keyhole profile, together with the 
temperature and velocity fields in the metal region, is shown in Figure 
2.7. For better visualization of the keyhole shape, only half the metal 




Figure 2.7. Example result of 3D simulation result for pulsed laser 
keyhole welding.  
 A 2D section can be extracted across the center plane of the 3D 
simulation result, and the profiles of keyhole and molten pool can be 
marked by the zero level-set and the isotherm of 1697 K, which is the 
solidus temperature of the substrate. The prediction results for Case 1~3 
are shown in Figure 2.8, and the quantitative measurement data for all 
the cases are listed in Table 2.2. The good agreement between the 




Figure 2.8. Comparison of weld shape in pulsed laser keyhole welding. 
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 Note that Case 1~3 actually reveal the temporal evolution process 
of the molten pool under the irradiation of the 500 W laser power, and 
the pool depth as a function of time is drawn in Figure 2.9. It is clearly 
seen that the keyhole deepens very fast in the early stage and then its 
growth rate decelerates gradually. This observation is consistent with the 
experiment results from Kaplan et al. (2002) and Zhou et al., (2006a).  
 
Figure 2.9. Molten pool depth as a function of time during pulsed laser 
keyhole welding. 
2.2.2. Discussion 
 The comparisons prove the modeling results to be reasonable, and 
thereafter the modeling results are used to investigate various issues, 
some of which are difficult to be observed experimentally.  
 
Distribution of Laser Energy 
 Only the effect of plasma absorption has been considered in most 
of the previous theoretical investigations of plume attenuation (Kim and 
Farson, 2001; Mosacicki et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2006b). It is commonly 
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accepted that the plasma in the keyhole plume is weakly-ionized and 
attenuates the laser energy mostly through the Inverse Bresstrauhlung 
(IB) mechanism. Based on the formulation by Wu and Shin (2006), the IB 
absorption coefficients for the plasma can be drawn as functions of 
temperature, as shown in Figure 2.10. The result shows significant IB 
absorption for the CO2 laser due to its long wavelength, and a noticeable 
amount of laser energy can be absorbed in the plume, thereby heating 
the plume to 5000-20000 K (Greses et al., 2003). The high temperature, 
in turns, further facilitates ionization and IB absorption in the plume. On 
the other hand, the Nd:YAG laser with short wavelength is less 
susceptible to the IB effect. The plume temperature is therefore usually 
low (3000-8000 K) and so is the ionization degree in the plume (Greses et 
al., 2003b). 
 
Figure 2.10. Plume attenuation coefficients for ideal pure iron vapor 
under atomospheric pressure. 
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 It has been experimentally found that metal particles with the 
radius less than 100nm can be formed in the plume by condensation 
and oxidation of the metallic vapor (Blackburn et al., 2010; Greses et al., 
2004). The particles can scatter and absorb laser energy, and the effect 
can be substantial if the particle size is close to the laser wavelength. For 
lasers with short wavelength, such as Nd:YAG laser and fiber laser, the 
particles can be as large as 1/10 of the laser wavelength, and the particle 
scattering and absorption effects become significant and dominate the 
plume attenuation. As shown in Figure 2.10, the effect of particle 
attenuation can be higher than plasma absorption by several orders of 
magnitude in the temperature range of 3000-8000 K.  
 The variation of particle attenuation effect with time has been 
tracked for Case 1~3 by the ray-tracing model, and the result is shown in 
Figure 2.11. As the keyhole grows deeper and the plume gets longer, the 
laser has to travel a larger distance in the plume, and therefore a 
continually increasing amount of attenuated energy can be found from 
the 500 W laser power input. At t=10 ms the attenuation reaches the 
peak value of 110 W, which is about 22% of the total power input. This 
predicted percentage is comparable to the results in (Greses et al., 2004). 
Also shown in Figure 2.11 is the temporal change of laser energy 
absorbed by the keyhole wall. At the beginning of the process, the laser 
illuminate the flat surface of the substrate along its normal direction, 
and the absorptivity substrate surface is flat with the laser incidence 
along the normal direction is about 39% according to Equation (2.19). In 
the early stage of the keyhole formation (t<2 ms), due to the dominating 
effect of the multiple reflections, the total keyhole absorption can rapidly 
increase to about 300 W, indicating an effective absorptivity of 60%. As 
the keyhole deepens, the laser rays are expected to be trapped in the 
cavity for more reflections and hence more energy absorption. However, 
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due to the growing effect of plume attenuation, the increment of the 
absorption is reduced. 
 
Figure 2.11. Temporal variation of total keyhole wall absorption and 
plume attenuation in pulsed laser keyhole welding. 
 Shown in Figure 2.12 is the distribution of the laser absorption 
intensity on the keyhole wall, wherein there are typically four different 
regions in terms of absorption intensity. The first region is at the keyhole 
bottom. This is usually the highest absorption spot, since the multiple 
reflections tend to concentrate the energy absorption at this place. The 
second region is the lower part of the keyhole side wall. The local 
absorption density is usually low, especially when this part of the 
keyhole wall becomes vertical. On one hand, the total absorption is low 
because the region cannot be irradiated by the direct incident beam but 
rather by some reflected beams carrying relatively low intensity. On the 
other hand, the area of the region can be quite large. The two factors 
combine to produce low absorption intensity. The third region is the side 
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keyhole wall near the cavity entrance, where the keyhole wall is not 
vertical anymore and the local absorption intensity can be high again 
because of the irradiation from the directly incident beam. The fourth 
region is the top surface of the molten pool. This part of the liquid 
surface can be directly irradiated by the incident beam, but the incident 
beam is distant from the laser center axis and thus has low intensity. 
The local absorption intensity, as a result, is low in this region.  
 
Figure 2.12. Temporal variation of laser absorption intensity distribuion 
in pulsed laser keyhole welding. 
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 Comparing the intensity distributions at different times, it is 
interesting to find that the absorption intensity at the keyhole bottom, 
which is usually the maximum intensity in the keyhole, is actually 
decreasing with time even when the total keyhole absorption is 
increasing. As shown in Figure 2.12, the intensity at the keyhole bottom 
is 2 × 10£	W/mx	 at t=2 ms, but gradually decreases to 1 × 10£	W/mx	 at 
t=5 ms and 0.8 × 10£	W/mx	 at t=10 ms. This implies that the incremental 
keyhole absorption is delivered to other parts of the keyhole and does not 
strengthen the absorption at the keyhole bottom. Meanwhile, due to the 
growing effect of plume attenuation, the rays that reach the keyhole 
bottom become weaker, leading to a reduction of total local absorption. 
 
Temperature on Keyhole Wall 
 The level-set method can give the exact location of the keyhole 
wall, and the keyhole wall temperature can therefore be calculated based 
on the sharp interface method. The accurate determination of keyhole 
wall temperature has not been possible in the numerical smearing 
methods but is achieved in the present model. This information is crucial 
for the accurate calculation of all surface phenomena on the keyhole 
wall. 
 Keyhole wall temperature is highly dependent on the local laser 
absorption intensity, and therefore the distribution of keyhole wall 
temperature is quite similar to that of the laser absorption intensity. The 
distributions of keyhole wall temperature for Case 1~3 are given in 
Figure 2.13. The temperature is usually the highest at the keyhole 
bottom. On the vertical side wall of the keyhole, where the laser 
absorption intensity is low, the surface temperature varies between 2600 
K and 2800 K and thus the temperature gradient is very small. At the top 
surface of the keyhole entrance shoulder, where the laser absorption 
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intensity is also low, the surface temperature drops from 2600 K to 1700 
K with a steep temperature gradient. 
 The temperature at the keyhole bottom, which is usually the 
maximum temperature on the keyhole wall, also varies with time. The 
maximum temperature at t=2 ms can be 3600 K, which is about 200 K 
above the boiling temperature. The temperature at the keyhole bottom 
drops to around 3400 K at t=5 ms and further down to about 3300 K at 
t=10 ms. This variation pattern is similar to that of the maximum laser 
absorption intensity.  
 
Figure 2.13. Temporal variation of keyhole wall Temperature distribution 
in pulsed laser keyhole welding. 
Flow Pattern in Molten Pool and Vapor Plume 
 With the determination of keyhole wall temperature, all the surface 
phenomena on keyhole wall can be calculated. These phenomena provide 
the major driving forces, and therefore directly determine the fluid flow in 
both the molten pool and the keyhole plume.  
 The calculated flow patterns for Case 1~3 are shown in Figure 
2.14. The most important feature of the flow pattern in keyhole welding 
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is that the velocities of the liquid and gas phases are different by a few 
orders of magnitude. For the cases being investigated, the liquid velocity 
is usually below 0.2 m/s, which is close to the keyhole drilling velocity. 
The gas velocity, on the other hand, is calculated to be varying between 
200~500 m/s, which is in agreement with the estimations given by Kim 
and Farson (2001) and Amara and Bendib (2002).  
 
 
Figure 2.14. Temporal variation of velocity profile in molten pool and 
vapor plume in pulsed laser keyhole welding. 
 In the molten pool, two major flow patterns exist. At the keyhole 
bottom, where the laser absorption intensity and keyhole wall 
temperature are the highest, strong recoil pressure is generated against 
the liquid phase and drives the liquid phase to the side of the keyhole 
bottom. The liquid phase can only leave the highly pressurized region 
through the thin liquid layer on the sides of the keyhole, and hence the 
upward flow pattern is formed. The liquid flows upwards to the top 
surface of the substrate and produces a hump of molten material at the 
entrance shoulder. On the hump surface, the local capillary force is 
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strong due to the large curvature, while the local thermo-capillary force 
is strong due to the high temperature gradient on the surface. The strong 
surface tension forces can turn the upward flow to outward away from 
the center axis of the keyhole, and the flow will then collide with the 
solid/liquid boundary of the molten pool and be turned to downward. 
The vortex flow pattern at the keyhole entrance shoulder is therefore 
formed, which is the major reason for the large molten area at the 
keyhole entrance shoulder. 
 As shown in Figure 2.9, the keyhole in Case 1~3 grows very fast at 
the initial stage and then gradually slows down. The variation trend is 
closely related to the driving forces and flow patterns in the molten pool. 
Among all the driving forces for the liquid flow, recoil pressure is the 
most important for the keyhole growth. Its magnitude, especially at the 
keyhole bottom, directly determines the growth speed of the keyhole. At 
the initial stage of the keyhole formation (t=2 ms), multiple reflections 
greatly strengthen the laser absorption at the keyhole bottom, and hence 
a huge recoil pressure is generated, driving a fast keyhole growth. As the 
keyhole gets deeper and the plume attenuation becomes more 
substantial, the recoil pressure at the keyhole bottom gradually 
decreases accordingly and the keyhole growth slows down. Other factors 
also help to retard the keyhole growth in the later stage. First, the 
hydrostatic pressure is a resistance force to the upward flow and the 
keyhole formation, and the resistance becomes stronger as the keyhole 
grows deeper. Second, the temperature gradient on the side keyhole wall 
can be very low if the keyhole gets deep enough (as shown in Figure 
2.13), and in this case the thermo-capillary force can be trivial. Without 
the assistance of this force on the side wall, the upward flow can be less 
driven and hence the keyhole growth will be slower. 
 In the gas region, the flow pattern is less complicated. High speed 
metallic vapor is ejected from the keyhole wall, and the flows converge at 
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the keyhole center, generating a high pressurized region. The local high 
pressure pushes the metallic vapor away through the keyhole tunnel, 
and hence the upward flow is formed. After leaving the keyhole, the 
geometric constraint on the side no longer exists, and the highly 
pressurized vapor plume will start expanding in the horizontal direction. 
This horizontal expansion makes the plume much wider than the 
keyhole width, which matches well with the experimental observation. 
 
Distributions of Temperature and Chemical Species 
 The calculated temperature fields for Case 1~3 are shown in Figure 
2.15. In the liquid region under the keyhole wall, the temperature 
gradient is very high. At the keyhole bottom, where intensive recoil 
pressure exists to push the molten material away, the liquid layer is very 
thin and temperature gradient can be on the order of 10Ø K/m. As it 
moves upward from the keyhole bottom, the liquid layer thickness 
gradually increases, and hence the temperature gradient drops down. 
Meanwhile, the temperature gradient increases from the fusion line to 
the keyhole wall in the normal direction of the keyhole wall, and the 
gradient reaches the maximum value at the keyhole wall. The maximum 
temperature gradient at the keyhole wall, as quantified in Equation 
(2.10), is mostly dependent on the local laser absorption intensity. In the 
gas region, the thermal energy is introduced by the evaporated mass 
flow, which is usually above 3000 K. The high temperature mass flows 
ejected from the keyhole wall converge in the keyhole, producing the 
hottest spot in the plume. The thermal energy will then leave the keyhole 
with the vapor flow and then, due to the horizontal expansion of the 
plume, will expand to the sides. Hence a gradual temperature drop can 




Figure 2.15. Temporal variation of temperature distribution in pulsed 
laser keyhole welding. 
 In the gas region, the convection with high flow velocity totally 
dominates the transport processes of thermal energy and chemical 
species, so the species distribution shown in Figure 2.16 has a similar 
pattern to that of the temperature. The iron species is introduced by the 
evaporated mass flow, which is assumed to be pure iron. After being 
ejected from the keyhole wall, the iron vapor will soon prevail in the 
keyhole and expel most of the ambient gas out of the keyhole. In the 
plume above the keyhole, the iron vapor can still dominate the center 
region, and the mass fraction, due to the horizontal mass transfer, will 




Figure 2.16. Temporal variation of iron vapor weight percentage 
distribution in pulsed laser keyhole welding. 
2.3. Investigation of Continuous Wave Laser Keyhole Welding 
2.3.1. Experiment 
 A continuous wave fiber laser (IPG YLS-1000) is used for the 
experiments. The laser with wavelengthλ = 1070	nm is delivered to the 
laser head with a 200 µm fiber before it is focused to a spot of 0.24 mm 
diameter at its focal position. In selected cases, Argon gas is delivered to 
the keyhole exit from a side gas nozzle. The nozzle has a diameter of 1.5 
mm and is aligned at 45 degrees with respect to the horizontal direction. 
The nozzle is directed to the focal point, with its exit 2.5 mm away from 
the focal point. During the welding experiments, an image system is used 
to capture the top view of the keyhole and molten pool from the top-view 
direction. After the welding process, the welds are cut along their cross-
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sections. The cuts are intentionally made at the location where the 
keyhole and molten pool have been fully developed. This makes sure that 
the weld geometry on the cut section is closed to the quasi steady-state 
value. Here the “quasi-steady state” implies that a real steady state may 
never be achieved due to the inherent fluctuation of the keyhole. The 
section samples, once prepared, are observed with an optical microscope. 
 The setup of the imaging system is schematically shown in Figure 
2.17. A dichroic mirror, fully reflective to fiber laser (λ = 1070	nm) while 
highly transparent to the light of λ = 505~575	nm (green light), is placed 
45 degrees with respect to the horizontal direction. The laser, coming 
horizontally from the left of the figure, is redirected vertically downward 
by the mirror to heat the substrate. A keyhole and a molten pool can be 
created, with light emission coming out of them. Part of the light will go 
into the laser head, and the green light with the wavelength of 505~575	nm will pass through the diachronic mirror and reach the 
camera, on which atop-view image of the keyhole and molten pool will be 
formed. A laser with the wavelength of 532	nm is used to illuminate the 
molten pool. Part of the illumination laser, reflected by the molten pool, 





Figure 2.17. Setup of Co-axial imaging system for continuous wave laser 
keyhole welding. 
2.3.2. Modeling Results 
 Multiple cases have been studied through experimental and/or 
numerical approaches, and the parameters of the cases are given in 
Table 2.3. The cases can be divided into two groups. In Case 1~7, 
different welding parameters (laser power and welding speed) are used 
and there is no side gas flow. In Case 8 and Case 9, the welding 
parameters are maintained the same while different conditions are used 
for the side gas flow.  
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Table 2.3. Experiment parameters, weld geometry and investigation 



















1 400 2 0 0.41 0.72 E and N 
2 600 2 0 0.70 1.12 E 
3 800 2 0 0.85 1.65 E 
4 1000 0.5 0 1.66 2.55 E and N 
5 1000 2 0 1.10 1.80 E and N 
6 1000 5 0 0.62 1.18 E and N 
7 1000 10 0 0.59 0.62 N 
8 1000 2 0.6 1.10 1.95 E and N 
9 1000 2 1.2 1.08 2.09 E and N 
 (E=experimental, N=numerical) 
 
 The geometry of the welds on their cross-section can be measured 
for each experimental case, with the data given in Table 2.3. As the laser 
power is increased from 400 W to 1000 W or the welding speed is 
decreased from 10 m/min to 0.5 m/min, the welds become both wider 
and deeper. Furthermore, as the flow rate of side gas is increased from 0 
to 1.2 Cubic Meters per Hour (CMH), the weld becomes noticeably deeper 
while the width maintain about the same size. 
 The numerical model is used to simulate selected cases in Table 
2.3. The simulation starts with the laser beam heating the substrate at 
the room temperature and ends when the shapes of the keyhole and 
molten pool reach a quasi-steady state. An example of the prediction 
results is given in Figure 2.18. To have better visualization of the keyhole 
shape, only half of the condensed domain is shown and the non-
condensed region is totally hidden. A 3D Cartesian coordinate is defined 
in the figure. The laser, as it moves along the +X direction, is delivered 
along the –Y direction towards the surface of the substrate, which is 




Figure 2.18. Example result of 3D simulation for continuous wave laser 
keyhole welding. 
 Given the simulation result, the isothermal surface of the solidus 
temperature (1697 Kelvin) can be approximated as the boundary of the 
molten pool, and its projection to the Y-Z plane gives a prediction of the 
weld shape on the cross-section. The graphic comparison of the weld 
cross-section is shown for Case 1, Case 5 and Case 6 in Figure 2.19, 





Figure 2.19. Gaphic comparison of weld shape for in continuous wave 
laser keyhole welding for (a) Case 1: P=400 W, V=2 m/min, (b) Case 5: 
P=1000 W, V=2 m/min and (c) Case 6: P=1000 W, V=5 m/min. 
2.3.3. Discussion 
 The comparison proves that the numerical model is giving reliable 
predictions, and thereafter the modeling results are further investigated 
to acquire more insight of the keyhole dynamics. 
 
Interaction between Molten Pool and Vapor Plume 
 The investigation is first focused on Case 4, Case 5 and Case 7. 
The laser power is maintained at 1000W among these cases, while the 
welding speed is increased from 0.5 m/min to 2 m/min and 10 m/min. 
No external gas flow is involved in these cases, so the keyhole dynamics 
is totally controlled by the interaction between the vapor plume and 
molten pool.  
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 Shown in Figure 2.20 are the longitude sections of the simulation 
results for the three cases, which are extracted along the center plane of 
the weld (parallel to X-Y plane). The center sections very well disclose the 
flow patterns in the both the vapor and liquid regions, as well as the 
interaction between the two. It should be noted that different scales are 
used for the velocity vectors of vapor and liquid phases. The vapor flow is 
generated perpendicularly from the front keyhole wall, and it collides 
with the rear keyhole wall and is deflected upward. The molten pool 
behind the keyhole wall, due to the collision by the vapor flow, tends to 
have the rear keyhole wall retract towards the tail of the molten pool. As 
the welding speed is changed, the inclination of the front keyhole wall 
varies accordingly. The vapor flow collides with the rear keyhole wall with 
different directions at different locations, and the resultant keyhole 




Figure 2.20. Simulation results of continuous wave laser keyhole welding 
on center plane for (a) Case 4: P=1000 W, V=0.5 m/min, (b) Case 5: 
P=1000 W, V=2 m/min and (c) Case 7: P=1000 W, V=10 m/min. 
 In Case 4, the welding speed is low at 0.5 m/min, and hence the 
keyhole has sufficient time to grow in the depth direction before the laser 
moves forward. The keyhole is very deep, with its front keyhole wall 
almost vertical. Most of the laser energy, due to the effect of multiple 
reflections, will be focused on the keyhole bottom, generating high 
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surface temperature and intensive evaporation at the keyhole bottom. 
The vapor flow is mostly upward and does not collide significantly with 
the rear keyhole wall, so the rear keyhole wall is also vertical.  
 In Case 5, as the welding speed is increased to 2 m/min, the 
keyhole becomes less deep, and the inclination of the front keyhole wall 
becomes noticeable. The evaporation mostly takes place at the lower part 
of the front keyhole wall, and the generated vapor flow tends to collide 
perpendicularly with the rear keyhole wall. The collision exerts on the 
rear keyhole wall a high pressure, which pushes the rear keyhole wall 
and expands the keyhole at its lower part. This collision effect can be 
measured by the stagnation pressure in Equation (2.15), which is 
dominated by the component of static pressure. The vapor material, 
before reaching the rear keyhole wall, has been considerably retarded by 
the “stagnated” vapor in front of the rear keyhole wall. Most of the vapor 
material cannot collide with the rear keyhole wall, and hence the 
dynamic pressure is very low. Instead, the vapor material is also 
“stagnated” in front of the rear keyhole wall and become the retardant for 
the vapor material that comes later. The accumulation of the “stagnated” 
vapor generates a high static pressure, which makes up the majority of 
the stagnation pressure. As the vapor material gradually moves upward 
from the lower part of the keyhole, it gets closer to the open space and is 
less easy to be “stagnated”. As a result, the static pressure and hence the 
stagnation pressure is decreased drastically near the keyhole exit. 
Lacking the support from the stagnation pressure, the rear keyhole wall 
tends to lean forward at its upper part, which leads to an apparent 
shrinkage of the keyhole size at the keyhole exit.  
 In Case 7, the welding speed is further increased to 10 m/min. The 
keyhole is very shallow, and the front keyhole wall is considerably tilted. 
The vapor flow coming from the front keyhole wall mostly collides with 
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the rear keyhole wall at its upper part, pushing the keyhole exit to be 
wide open.  
 According to the above simulation results, the keyhole shape can 
have apparent change as the welding speed is increased. At the low 
welding speed, the keyhole is deep, vertical and slim; at the medium 
welding speed, the keyhole is wide at the bottom and narrow near the 
exit; and at the high welding speed, the keyhole becomes shallow and 
wide. It is noted that different research groups (Weberpals and 
Dausinger, 2008; Fabbro, 2010), based on their CCD-based observations 
of the phenomena outside the keyhole, had proposed different keyhole 
shapes at different welding speeds. Their theories on the keyhole shape 
variation are consistent with the simulation results presented in this 
paper. The major culprit for the keyhole shape variation, as has been 
clearly shown above, is the different coupling effects between the vapor 
plume and the molten pool. 
 The model has shown that evaporation only occurs at selected 
spots on the front keyhole wall, where strong flows of both vapor and 
liquid are generated. Due to the random distribution of the evaporation 
spot, the flow patterns in both the keyhole and the molten pool are very 
irregular.  
 The non-uniform evaporation is primarily caused by the non-
uniform laser absorptivity on the front keyhole wall. According to the 
simulation results that will be shown in Table 2.4 in a later section, 
about 50% of the total absorption comes from the first incidence and 
about another 25% comes from the second incidence. The first two 
incidences usually take place on the front keyhole wall, and the 
incidence angle for them are usually close or larger the Brewster’s angle 
(79.9◦ for a fiber laser on steel), with which the absorptivity can change 
considerably given a tiny variance of the incidence angle (see Figure 
2.21). Since the front keyhole wall cannot be perfectly flat, it is fair to 
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expect a variation of incidence angle along the front keyhole wall, which 
may cause large variation of absorptivity.  
 
Figure 2.21. Laser absorptivity as a function of incidence angle. 
 The variation of absorptivity leads to the variation of the laser 
absorption and hence of the temperature. At random spots, the 
temperature can be high enough to trigger intensive evaporation, and 
this is where local strong flow is generated to make the overall flow 
pattern non-uniform. The irregular flow pattern can produce ripples on 
the front keyhole wall, as has been shown by Eriksson et al. (2013), and 
this phenomenon has been well replicated by the present model. A zoom-
in image of the front keyhole wall in Case 5 is given in Figure 2.22, and 
obvious ripples can be found on the interface. In some areas, the liquid 
flows away from the interface, driving the interface to be concave; in 
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some other areas, the liquid flows towards the interface, generating a 
convex profile on the interface. These concave and convex areas appear 
alternatively on the front keyhole wall, and hence the ripples are formed.  
 
Figure 2.22. Zoom-in image of simulation result for Case 5 of continuous 
wave laser keyhole welding showing formation of ripples on front keyhole 
wall as result of local liquid flow. 
 The ripples are induced by non-uniform absorption; and as they 
are constantly moving, the ripple motion facilitates further variation of 
the incidence angle and hence more non-uniform absorption. As a result, 
the flow pattern remains to be irregular, and the fluctuation can 
constantly take place within the keyhole. Examples of the random 
distribution of laser absorption and temperature on the keyhole wall can 
be found in Figure 2.23. The randomness is very obvious in Case 4, in 
which the front keyhole wall is vertical; while it is barely recognized in 




Figure 2.23. Distribution of laser absorption and keyhole wall 
temperature in continuous wave laser keyhole welding for (a) Case 4: 
P=1000 W, V=0.5 m/min, (b) Case 5: P=1000 W, V=2 m/min and (c) Case 
7: P=1000 W, V=10 m/min.  
 Based on the above discussion, it is fair to consider the 
dependence of laser absorptivity on incidence angle to be a major cause 
of the keyhole fluctuation. Since this dependence is an inherent optical 
property of the material, the fluctuation seems inevitable. If the welding 
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parameters are selected appropriately, the fluctuation can be minor, 
maintaining the keyhole stable. However, there are other circumstances 
in which the fluctuations can be too large for a keyhole to sustain, at 
which point the keyhole become unstable. 
 Case 4 is an example of such circumstances. Several snapshots of 
the simulation result for Case 4 are shown in Figure 2.24. Given the 
highest laser power and lowest welding speed among all the studied 
cases, the heat input is very high in this case, and hence the keyhole is 
deep and vertical (Figure 2.24a). The keyhole shape and the absorption 
on the front keyhole are very irregular (see Figure 2.23a), and there can 
be times when the humps on the front keyhole wall can block most of the 
laser from heating the keyhole bottom. As a result, little evaporation is 
induced at the keyhole bottom and the local pressure is rather low. 
Without sufficient pressure from the vapor phase, vertical keyhole wall 
cannot be well supported and necking can be formed at the middle part 
of the keyhole, as shown in Figure 2.24b. If the necking region is heated 
intensively by the laser, strong evaporation can take place locally, and 
the recoil pressure can help to kill the necking by pushing the molten 
material outward. However, there are also times when the necking 
cannot be sufficiently illuminated by the laser, and at this time the 
necking can continue to grow until the keyhole is totally closed (Figure 
2.24c). Generally, the keyhole is rather unstable in this case, and 
porosity can be formed, as shown in Figure 2.25. The porosity is mostly 
located at the bottom of the weld, which implies that the keyhole 
collapses at the middle or lower part, as has been suggested by the 





Figure 2.24. Simulation result for Case 4 of continuous wave laser 




Figure 2.25. Experiment result for Case 4 of continuous wave laser 
keyhole welding showing pores on weld cross-section. 
 It is noted that pores tend to form when the keyhole is deep and 
vertical. As the keyhole is deep, the balances of energy and pressure on 
the keyhole wall are usually fragile, and fluctuation can easily take place. 
When the keyhole is vertical, the plume does not intensively interact with 
the rear keyhole wall, and therefore the keyhole is slim. A slim keyhole 
usually has little time to adapt itself to the fluctuation, and hence a 
collapse can easily happen. Deep and vertical keyholes are usually 
formed when the laser power is high and/or the welding speed is low, i.e. 
when the heat input is high. This explains why welding process with high 
speed and low heat input is recommended for the reduction of porosity 




Interaction between Molten Pool, Vapor Plume and External Gas 
Flow 
 In Case 8 and Case 9, Argon gas of different flow rates is delivered 
to the keyhole exit from the front direction. Compared with Case 5 in 
which no side gas flow is used, a noticeable increase of weld depth can 
be obtained in these two cases (as shown in Figure 2.26 with the 
measurements given in Table 2.3), which reveals obvious effects of the 
side assisting gas. The effects are two-folded. First, the gas flow provides 
an extra mechanical force on the plume and the molten pool; second, as 
part of the plume is removed from the laser travelling route, less 
attenuation is caused to the laser and the energy utilization is increased.  
 
Figure 2.26. Weld shape for continuous wave laser keyhole welding cases 
of different flow rate: (a) Case 5: 0 CMH, (b) Case 8: 0.6 CMH and (c) 
Case 9: 1.2 CMH. 
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 Mechanical force from the side gas flow can directly modify the 
shape of the keyhole and the molten pool. Using the system shown in 
Figure 2.17, the top-view images of the keyhole and molten pool have 
been obtained for Case 5, Case 8 and Case 9, as shown in Figure 2.27. 
Strong light emission comes out of the keyhole, and hence the keyhole is 
observed as the very bright spot in the upper part of the images; the 
trailing molten pool is shown in the lower part of the image with much 
lower brightness. The image shows an almost circular keyhole in Case 5, 
in which no assisting gas is used; and a very minor elongation of the 
keyhole exit can be seen in Case 8, in which the flow rate of side gas is 
as low as 0.6 CMH; as the flow rate is increased to 1.2 CMH, the keyhole 
exit is found to be significantly enlarged along the laser scanning 
direction. The expansion of the keyhole exit due to the side gas flow is 
consistent with the experimental observations made by Kamimuki et al. 
(2002) and Fabbro et al. (2006).  
 
Figure 2.27. Top view of keyhole exit and molten pool for continuous 
wave laser keyhole welding cases of different flow rate: (a) Case 5: 0 CMH, 
(b) Case 8: 0.6 CMH and (c) Case 9: 1.2 CMH.  
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 Numerical simulation has been implemented for these cases, and 
the predictions are shown in Figure 2.28. In Case 5, there is no side gas 
and the plume is mostly upward along the vertical direction. The 
maximum velocity on the vertical direction can be above 250 m/s at the 
keyhole entrance. As the side gas is delivered to the keyhole exit, the 
plume is found to be significantly bent rearwards. In Case 9 with the flow 
rate of 1.2 CMH, the assisting gas flow has an average velocity of 190 
m/s at the nozzle exit and is strong enough to bend the plume right at 
the keyhole exit. The bent vapor flow, together with the side gas flow, can 
push the keyhole exit to expand rearwards. This is consistent with the 
experimental observation shown in Figure 2.27c. A similar plume 
bending can be found in Case 8 with the flow rate of 0.6 CMH. However, 
since the assisting gas velocity is lower in this case (95 m/s at the nozzle 
exit), the dynamic pressure of flow is reduced. The plume bending takes 
place above the keyhole exit, and the plume and side gas flow cannot 
intensively interact with the rear side of the keyhole exit. The shape of 
the keyhole exit is changed only by a small extent, as can be seen in 
Figure 2.27b. The predicted size of the keyhole at the exit can also be 
measured from Figure 2.28, which gives the values of 350 µm for Case 5, 
400 µm for Case 8 and 580 µm for Case 9. The simulation results show 
an enlargement of keyhole exit as the flow rate of assisting gas gets 




Figure 2.28. Simulation results of continuous wave laser keyhole welding 
on center plane for (a) Case 5: 0 CMH, (b) Case 8: 0.6 CMH and (c) Case 
9: 1.2 CMH.  
 While the horizontal component of the side gas flow blows the 
plume away, the vertical component of the side gas flow is an 
impediment for the vapor flow to leave the keyhole. With this 
impediment, the vapor phase tends to stay in the keyhole for a longer 
period, which increases the pressure in the keyhole. According to the 
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simulation results, the static pressure in the keyhole can be as high as 
200 kPa when no side gas is used, but is increased to about 240 kPa and 
270 kPa as the gas flow becomes 0.6 CMH and 1.2 CMH. The pressure 
increase within the keyhole helps to maintain a larger and more stable 
keyhole, as has been found by Kamimuki et al. (2002), Blackburn et al. 
(2010) and Fabbro (2010). The pressure increase is also responsible to 
the slight expansion of keyhole exit in Case 8.  
 As the plume above the keyhole exit is blown away by the assisting 
gas, the laser attenuation by the plume is noticeably reduced. According 
to the simulation results in Table 2.4, as a portion of the plume is blown 
away, the total attenuation is reduced from 180 W to 135 W and 108 W, 
and the attenuation reduction has offered an enhancement of total 
absorption from 615 W to 657 W and 677 W by the keyhole. As a larger 
amount of energy is deposited onto the keyhole wall, the keyhole can 
grow deeper accordingly.  
Table 2.4. Comparison of laser absorption and attenuation in continuous 
wave laser keyhole welding. 
 Case 5 
Flow rate = 0
Case 8 
Flow rate = 0.6 CMH
Case 9 
Flow rate = 1.2 CMH
Total Absorption 615 W 657 W 677 W 
From 1stincidence 295 W 319 W 341 W 
From 2nd incidence 140 W 155 W 160 W 
Total Attenuation 180 W 135 W 108 W 
 
Additional Remarks 
 The above results have clearly exposed a close-loop relationship 
between the laser absorption, surface phenomena on keyhole wall, fluid 
flow of vapor and liquid, and the keyhole shape, as shown in Figure 2.29. 
The geometry of the keyhole determines the laser travel route during the 
multiple reflections and the incidence angle for each absorption, the two 
of which combine to determine the distribution of laser energy deposition 
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on the keyhole wall. The absorbed laser energy can significantly heat the 
material surface and induce various surface phenomena, among which 
the evaporation dominates. Evaporation generates a vapor flow of high 
speed, which is a driving factor for the flow field in the non-condensed 
region; and it generates a recoil pressure on the liquid surface, which is a 
major driving force for the flow field in the molten pool. As the strong 
flows of vapor and liquid are initialized by the evaporation, the two flow 
fields intensively interact with each other on the rear keyhole wall, which 
leads to different keyhole wall according to the extent of coupling. If the 
side assisting gas is used in the welding process, the physics become 
more complicated. First, the side gas flow can modify the flow pattern in 
both the vapor and liquid regions; second, the side gas can reduce the 
laser attenuation by the plume. Both effects can change the keyhole 
shape by a certain degree.  
 
Figure 2.29. Close-loop interaction between multiple factors in 
continuous wave laser keyhole welding. 
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 Based on the simulation results, different driving forces for the 
liquid flow can be evaluated. Recoil pressure, being the strongest among 
all, can be as high as several hundreds of kilo-Pascal. However, in a 
continuous welding process, laser absorption and evaporation usually 
only take place on the front keyhole wall, and thus strong recoil pressure 
are generally produced only on the front keyhole wall. On the rear side of 
the keyhole wall, the recoil pressure is very minor, while the collision 
effect of the vapor flow becomes dominant. The effects can be measured 
by the stagnation pressure, the value of which is generally between 
150~300 kPa, depending on the intensity of the vapor flow and its 
collision angle with the rear keyhole wall. The capillary force is usually 
considered as a major driving force, and its maximum value, is located at 
the keyhole bottom and near the keyhole exit, where the surface is most 
curved. The estimated capillary force is less than 10kPa, which is much 
smaller than the recoil pressure and the stagnation pressure. The 
thermo-capillary force is another major driving force, and it is induced by 
the temperature gradient on the liquid surface. According to the 
simulation results in Figure 2.23, the maximum gradient of the surface 
temperature is usually located at the lower part of the rear keyhole wall, 
which produces a thermo-capillary force below 10kPa. It should be 
mentioned that the thermo-capillary force works along the tangent 
direction of the surface, while the other terms work along the normal 
direction. For this reason, the effect of the thermo-capillary force is not 
overwhelmed by that of the recoil pressure and stagnation pressure, even 
though it is much weaker than those two terms. 
 The above comparison clearly shows the importance of vapor 
stagnation pressure, which is comparable to, if not more important than, 
the recoil pressure. The term must be considered when investigating the 
keyhole dynamics, especially for the process in which the degree of 




 In this work, a 3D numerical model considering multi-phase and 
multi-physics has been developed for laser keyhole welding processes. 
The model has taken into account the transport phenomena in the 
molten pool and keyhole plume, as well as the complicated boundary 
conditions on the sharp keyhole wall. After validation against the 
experimental measurements, the simulation results have been 
investigated further to get more detailed information regarding the 
keyhole dynamics.  
 The model reveals that plume attenuation due to the particle 
absorption and scattering can be significant in fiber or Nd:YAG laser-
based keyhole welding. This effect interplays with multiple reflections to 
determine the laser absorption intensity on the keyhole wall.  
 In the pulsed laser keyhole welding, the maximum laser absorption 
and maximum keyhole wall temperature are located at the keyhole 
bottom. As the stationary keyhole and the plume therein grow longer, the 
keyhole absorption and plume attenuation both increase, and the laser 
absorption intensity as well as the surface temperature at the keyhole 
bottom decrease. The evaporation and associated recoil pressure become 
less intensive at the keyhole bottom, and thus the keyhole gradually 
loses its major driving force and decreases its growth rate.  
 In the continuous wave laser keyhole welding, the keyhole shape is 
different at different welding speeds. It is deep, vertical and slim at low 
welding speed, wide at the bottom and narrow near the top at medium 
welding speed, and shallow and wide open at high welding speed. The 
variation of the keyhole shape is mostly due to the different coupling 
degree between the vapor flow and the molten pool. The coupling effect is 
measured by the stagnation pressure, which is comparable to the recoil 
pressure, and these two pressure terms are found to be the dominating 
factors for the keyhole dynamics.  
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 As the side assisting gas flow is used in the continuous wave laser 
keyhole welding, two external effects have been introduced. First, the 
mechanical impact from the side gas can change the flow fields of the 
vapor and liquid phases, and hence modify the keyhole shape. Second, 
the vapor plume is blown away by the side gas, and the laser attenuation 
has been reduced. More energy can be deposited on the keyhole wall, 
which increases the keyhole size along the depth direction.  
 Uneven keyhole wall and irregular flow fields in the continuous 
wave laser keyhole welding have been replicated by the model, and the 
randomness is due to the variation of absorptivity as a function of 
incidence angle. The irregular flows in both the vapor and liquid region 
trigger fluctuation in the keyhole. If the heat input is too high in the 
welding process, the keyhole becomes deep and slim. Fluctuation can 
make deep and slim keyhole very unstable, and keyhole collapse and 
porosity can be produced. 
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CHAPTER 3. MICRO-SCALE MODELING OF MICROSTRUCTURE 
DEVELOPMENT DURING SOLIDIFICATION 
 In this chapter, models are developed to investigate the growth of 
grains and dendrites therein. A two-dimensional model that integrates 
the Cellular Automata (CA) and Phase Field (PF) methods is used to 
predict the dendrite growth on certain planes in the molten pool; and a 
three-dimensional CA model is used to simulate the competitive grain 
growth in the entire weld zone. These two models are combined to 
provide comprehensive knowledge of the microstructure in the laser 
weldments, and the predictions are shown to be quantitatively accurate. 
3.1. Two-Dimensional Cellular Automata - Phase Field Model 
 The microstructure in the weld zone is dominated by dendrites, 
and a two-dimensional (2D) Cellular Automata – Phase Field (CA-PF) 
model is developed to simulate the dynamic growth of dendrites. In this 
section, the formulations of the model will be introduced first; then the 
model will be validated against analytical solutions of Al-Cu binary alloy; 
and at last the model will be applied to simulate the growth of a single 
austenite dendrite in Fe-Cr-Ni ternary system. 
3.1.1. Model Description 
 The CA-PF model, as indicated by its name, has two components: a 
CA model is developed to track the evolution of dendrite morphology and 
associated distribution of temperature and concentration in the entire 
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domain, and a multi-component PF model is developed to calculate the 
growth kinetics for the CA interface cells. In order to account for the 
effect of interface curvature, the PF equations based on KKS model (Kim 
et al., 1999) have been reformulated into a 1D polar coordinate system. 
 
Cellular Automata Model 
 In the CA component, the 2D computational domain is discretized 
into a finite number of regular square cells. Each cell carries the 
attribute variables of cell state (solid, liquid, interface or re-solid), 
temperature T and concentration C. Extra variables, including the 
interface normal direction β, interface curvature κ and crystallographic 
orientation θ, are defined for the cells with the state being “interface”. 
 The growth of the dendrite is represented by more and more cells 
changing their states from liquid to interface and then to re-solid. The 
state change of the cells is governed by the de-centered square algorithm 
proposed by Wang et al. (2003), in which the nucleus is assumed to grow 
with a square envelope whose diagonal aligns with its crystallographic 
orientation θ (Figure 3.1a). The growth envelope will expand according to 
Equation (3.1). 
k =³!5i7l ∆ (3.1)
Here L is the half length of envelope diagonal, t is the time period in 
which the cell state is interface, and ∆t is the time step length. V5t7 is the 
local growth velocity at t, which needs to be found by the PF component. 
When the envelope grows large enough, it will touch neighboring cells. If 
a “touched” cell is currently liquid, it will be captured as an interface cell. 
The new interface cells will inherit the crystallographic orientation from 
their “parent” cell and their envelopes will center at the corners of the 
parent envelope (Figure 3.1b). They will then grow with their own 
velocities, which may be different from that of the parent envelope 
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(Figure 3.1c), and will capture other liquid cells into interface cells as 
they grow large enough. The interface cell will turn to solid when its solid 
fraction f reaches 1. f is updated according to Equation (3.2), 
mD = k∆±5|WÜÆÝ| + UVWÝ7 (3.2)
where ∆x is the mesh size of the CA model.  
 
Figure 3.1. Explanation of 2D-decentered square algorithm for cellular 
automata model. 
 The temperature field of the domain is obtained from the macro-
scale keyhole welding model based on a linear interpolation scheme, and 
the solute concentration field is calculated in the CA model. The solutal 
field in and around the dendrites can be modified by two mechanisms, 
i.e. the solute partition at the interface and the solutal diffusion in both 
the solid and liquid phases. Both mechanisms have been incorporated 
into Equation (3.3).  ∂c&n,i∂ = ∇ ∙  9&n,i∇c&n,i, + ∂mD∂  cÞ,iß − cà,iß ,			5Ü = 1,27 (3.3)
Here C1á, and D1á, are the equivalent composition and diffusion 
coefficients. The current model is built for ternary alloys, so the subscript i indexes the two alloying elements, the concentrations of which are free 
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variables. The second term on the RHS of Equation (3.3) formulates the 
solute rejection from solid to liquid, and the interface concentrations 
terms of Câ,ã  and Cä,ã  are expected to be found by the PF component. 
 The equivalent concentration are defined in Equation (3.4).  
For liquid cells:	c&n,i = cÞ,i, 9&n,i = 9Þ,i (3.4a)
For interface cells: c&n,i = cÞ,i, 9&n,i = 9Þ,i (3.4b)
For solid cells:	c&n,i = cà,i, 9&n,i = 9à,i (3.4c)
Note that for interface cells, the variable Câ, only represents the 
concentration in the liquid portion. The concentration in the solid 
portion, Cä,, is updated according to Equation (3.5). 
cà,i = ∑ ∆mà5p7cà,ißl∑ ∆mà5p7l  (3.5)
Here ∆f5t7 is the solid fraction increment at time t. The calculated Cä, 
will be assigned to the cell when this interface cell becomes solid, i.e. f ≥1.  
 When calculating the growth kinetics of each interface cell, the 
local normal direction and curvature are required information and 
should be updated at every time step. The normal direction of the 
interface is quantified by variable β, which is the angle between the cell 
interface normal and the horizontal direction (Figure 3.2). To determine β 
for an interface cell, the algorithm used by Raghavan (2005) is utilized. 
As shown in Figure 3.2, a circle is drawn with the cell of interest (cell A) 
at the center and 7 times mesh size as the diameter. The mass center, 
point C, of the circled solid is then determined according to Equation 
(3.6). 
ç° = ³mà,ièii  (3.6a)
éÓ = ∑ mà,ièi±ii ç°  (3.6b)
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8Ó = ∑ mà,ièiêii ç°  (3.6c)
Here Ma is the total mass of the circled solid, f is the solid fraction of a 
cell, w is the area percentage of a cell covered by the circle, 5XÖ, YÖ7 is the 
coordinate of point C, and 5x, y7 is the relative coordinate of the cell with 
respect to cell A. The vector n"# pointing from point C to cell A gives the 
normal direction of the local interface, and β can be calculated 
accordingly.  
 
Figure 3.2. Determination of interface normal direction for cellular 
automata model. 
 The curvature calculation is based on the work of Martorano et al.  
(2006). First, the curved interface in each interface cell is approximated 
by a line segment. Then for the interface cell of interest (cell A), a 3×3 
stencil is defined (Figure 3.3) and the mid-points of all the line segments 
in the stencil are found. Those mid-points are mapped into a new 
coordinate system, whose origin is fixed at the mid-point of the center 
cell line segment (point O) and whose vertical axis (y′) is aligned with the 
normal direction of cell A. A polynomial based on Equation (3.7a) can be 
calculated (as shown by the dot line in Figure 3.3) to represent the 
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continuous interface by curve-fitting the coordinates 5x, y7 of all the 
mid-points in the new system. Then the curvature can be calculated 
using Equation (3.7b). 
ê5±7 =³ °i±iîiï£  (3.7a)
= = ê"51 + 5ê′7x7ñ/x (3.7b)
 
Figure 3.3. Determination of interface curvature for cellular automata 
model. 
 Based on the above algorithms, all the information about dendrite 
morphologies and temperature/concentration distribution can be 
calculated. The only missing information is the growth kinetics—the 
interface velocity V and the interface concentrations Câ,ã  and Cä,ã . These 
terms can be calculated by the PF model. 
 
Phase Field Model 
 The purpose of the PF model is to provide the CA model with 
accurate growth kinetics based on local solidification conditions. 
Through an analysis presented in the Appendix, it is shown that the local 
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diffusion is dominated by its component normal to the liquid/solid 
interface and therefore the local interface growth can be approximated as 
a 1D phenomenon. Based on the approximation, a 1D PF model should 
be adequate to capture the local growth kinetics along the liquid/solid 
interface. 
 The phase field equations may be formulated as Equation (3.8) 
(Kim et al., 1999; Kobayashi et al., 2003; Cha et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 
2006; Kim 2007) ,  1çò ∂ó∂ = x∇xó − ∂m∂ó (3.8a)
∂ci∂ = ∇ ∙³ 9i´∇c´ ,
p





where ϕ is the order parameter of the phase field, Mõ is the phase 
mobility, ε is the gradient energy coefficient, f is the free energy density, C is the concentration of the i-th component, and D¸ and M¸ are the (i,j)-
th components of the material diffusion and mobility matrices, 
respectively. The formulation actually depicts how the order parameter 
and concentrations vary with time to decrease the total energy of the 
domain, which is dependent on the distributions of these two variables.  
 Solving this formulation in a 1D Cartesian coordinate system is to 
simulate the solidification of a planar interface. However, a planar 
interface is a poor approximation for the complex shape of a dendrite. An 
interface with a positive curvature, such as a dendrite tip, will solidify 
faster than a planar interface because the ejected solute from the 
interface has more room to diffuse away. A planar interface, in turn, will 
solidify faster than an interface with a negative curvature (such as the 
root of a dendrite arm) since the ejected solute trapped by an inward-
curving interface has very little room to diffuse. If a 1D planar PF model 
was used to predict the growth kinetics for the CA interface cells, the 
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local velocity would be underestimated at the dendrite tip and 
overestimated at the roots of the dendrite arms. 
 Therefore, the 1-D PF model is re-formulated using a polar 
coordinate system, as shown in Equation (3.9), 1çò ∂ó∂ = 1Ã Ã XxÃ ∂ó∂ÃZ − ∂m∂ó (3.9a)
∂ci∂ = 1Ã Ã Ã³¼9i´ ∂c´∂Ã À
p
´  +





where r is the local interface radius. This formulation calculates the 
growth of a circular interface, and the effect of interface curvature is 
inherently included. Note that by using a 1D polar PF model to calculate 
the growth kinetics, the CA-PF model has assumed circular shape locally 
for each CA interface cell but not for the entire interface. The entire 
interface can be considered as a series of circular segments, each of 
which has its distinctive curvature as calculated by the CA model.  
 For the 1D polar PF equations, the equilibrium state in the 
interface region of a ternary alloy is defined by Cha et al. (2005) as given 
in Equation (3.10).  ci = 	ℎ5ó7cà,i& +  1 − ℎ5ó7,cÞ,i& , 5Ü = 1,27 (3.10a)∂∂cÞ,i& mÞ cÞ,& , cÞ,x& , B, = ∂∂cà,i& mà cà,& , cà,x& , B, (3.10b)
Here, C is the concentration of the alloy components, T is temperature, f 
is the free energy density function, and h5ϕ7 = ϕñ56ϕx − 15ϕ + 107 is the 
interpolating function. The superscript 'e' indicates the equilibrium state, 
and the subscripts denotes the liquid/solid phase and the component 
index. Equation (3.10) can be solved with known  ϕ, C, Cx and T, and the 
equilibrium parameters of Cä,1 , Cä,x1 , Câ,1 , Câ,x1 , fä and fâ can be found. 
Thereafter the free energy density f can be defined as Equation (3.11) 
(Cha et al., 2005). 
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m5ó, c, cx, B7 = ?5ó7ö + mà c,& , c,x& , B,
+ ℎ5ó7~mÞ cÞ,& , cÞ,x& , B, − mà cà,& , cä,x& , B, 
(3.11)
Here W is the height of the energy penalty for the interface, and g5ϕ7 =ϕx51 − ϕ7x is the double well function. Accordingly, the source term in 
Equation (3.9a) can be written as Equation (3.12). 
mó = ö ?ó + ¦mà − mÞ +³ cà,i& − cÞ,i& ,i ;i¯
ℎó (3.12)
The term in the brackets is known as the thermodynamic driving force 
(TDF), and μ is determined according to Equation (3.13), with the values 
of all the terms found from the solution of Equation (3.10). 
;i = ∂mÞ∂cÞ,i& = ∂mà∂cà,i&  (3.13)
Note that μ is defined as the “chemical potential” in the KKS model and 
it is the slope of the tangent line to the Gibbs energy curve (Kim, 2007).   
 
Implementation of PF Model  
 To calculate the growth kinetics for a CA interface cell, the PF 
model requires the interface curvature, temperature and concentration 
for reproducing the local solidification conditions. The concentration 
distribution, which is the dominant factor for diffusion-controlled 
dendrite growth, is described with a 1D concentration profile. As shown 
in Figure 3.4a, a normal vector is generated for the CA interface cell of 
interest (cell A) and a number of points are selected along the vector. The 
concentration value of each point is interpolated based on the 
concentration values of the four closest CA cells (for example, the 
concentration of point 1 will be interpolated based on the values of cell B, 
C, D and E). The concentration values of all these points are used to 
build a 1D concentration profile, which is analytically expressed in the 
format of Equation (3.14).  
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ci5±7 = c∞,i +  ch,iß − c∞,i,exp5−øi±7 (3.14)
Here x is the distance from the interface into the melt, Câ,ã  and C∞, are the 
concentrations at interface and infinity, respectively, and A is a variable 
to describe the steepness of the concentration profile. The value of Câ,ã  is 
known from the last time step and A can be determined based on the 
concentration values of those selected points. For each solute in the 
alloy, Câ,ã  and A are then sent to the PF model. Also sent are the scalar 
values of curvature, K, and temperature, T.  
 The concentration profile is then re-mapped onto the PF domain 
using Equation (3.14), as shown in Figure 3.4b. The mid-point of the PF 
interface (ó = 0.5) is positioned at r = 1/K in the polar coordinate system. 
The temperature of the PF domain is set isothermally at temperature T. 
The isothermal condition is a valid assumption since the temperature 
variation is very small compared to the concentration variation over the 
distance of the interface advancement in one CA time step. 
 Once the PF model receives the curvature, temperature, and 
concentration profile from the CA model, it can accurately simulate the 
advancement of the interface with the intent of returning the local 
instantaneous growth kinetics back to the CA model. The interface 
velocity calculated by the PF model represents the instantaneous 
interface velocity to be returned to the CA model. The PF model requires 
a number of time steps to allow for convergence from the initial 
concentration profile provided by the CA model (example shown in Figure 
3.4b) to the converged concentration profile shown in Figure 3.5. Once 
the PF model has converged, the instantaneous interface velocity is 
returned as the growth velocity of the given CA interface cell, i.e. the V5t7 
term in Equation (3.1), and selected values from the converged 
concentration profile from the PF simulation are returned as the 
liquid/solid concentrations Câ,ã  and Cä,ã  at the CA interface. For the profile 
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in Figure 3.5, the highest concentration value is selected as Câ,ã  and the 
lowest value is selected as Cä,ã . This selection rule works for components 
whose partition coefficient is less than unity. If the component has a 




Figure 3.4. Concentration profile: (a) 1D concentration profile in CA 




Figure 3.5. Converged concentration profile of phase field simulation. 
Development of Growth Kinetics Database 
 The computational cost would be too high if the PF model were to 
be called to calculate the growth kinetics for every CA interface cell at 
every CA time step. Therefore, a database approach is utilized to reduce 
the computational time. The PF model is only used to calculate the 
growth kinetics for some sample problems with selected solidification 
conditions, and the resultant growth kinetics are saved in the database. 
The growth kinetics of each CA interface cell is determined by 
interpolating the database according to the local solidification conditions.  
 The solidification condition for a ternary alloy is quantified by 6 
independent variables: curvature K, temperature T and the concentration 
variables Câ,ã  and A for the two alloying components (i=1,2). Note that 
preliminary studies have shown that PF calculated growth kinetics is 
only sensitive to the liquid concentration profile but not to the solid 
concentration, so the solid concentration is not chosen as an input 
parameter for the database.) These 6 variables are chosen as the input 
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parameters for the database, and their values are selected from the sets 
in Equation (3.15). B ∈ ûBuB = BDghijdD + Æ × 1, Æ ∈ +, B ≤ BhindijdDý (3.15a)
= ∈ þ= 1= = 12∆± + Æ × ∆±, Æ ∈ +, 1= ≤ 10∆± (3.15b)cÞ,iß ∈ ûcuc = c∞,i + Æ × 1, Æ ∈ +, c ≤ c∞,i + 15ý (3.15c)
øi ∈ þøø = 12pÒ × ∆± , Æ ∈ +, ø ≥ 132∆± (3.15d)
For each of the sets, the lower and upper boundaries are determined by 
the problems to be investigated. The continuums between the boundaries 
are discretized into a finite number of values, with the discretization 
spacing fine enough to minimize the error of linear interpolation. This 
discretization produces ~10 sample problems to be calculated by the PF 
model for the database, and database construction is therefore 
computationally expensive. However, the database is reusable for a 
specific ternary system and therefore needs to be constructed only once. 
3.1.2. Model Examination 
 The novel CA-PF model is applied to Al-4wt%Cu binary alloy in this 
section. Thermodynamic descriptions of the Al-Cu binary system are 
from the work by Gable et al. (2008), and the diffusion coefficient of Cu 
in Al is given by Beltran-Sanchez and Stefanescu (2004). The sensitivity 
analysis is implemented for the model of this binary alloy, and the 
simulation results are validated against an analytical model. The 






 The present CA-PF model has integrated two different numerical 
models, and the sensitivity analysis is necessary for them both. The most 
important numerical parameters for the two models are the mesh sizes, 
and the model outputs should converge to a finite value as the mesh 
sizes are refined. To evaluate the mesh dependence of the PF model, a 
series of PF simulations with different mesh sizes have been run to 
calculate the interface growth of Al-4wt%Cu. The solidification condition 
is T=916 Kelvin and K = 1.17 × 10	mÒ with the initial liquid 
concentration set at 4wt% Cu for the entire liquid domain. The returned 
instantaneous tip velocity as a function of mesh size is given in Figure 
3.6a, which shows that the velocity converges when the mesh size is 
smaller than 0.01µm. To test the mesh dependence of the CA model, the 
CA-PF model is used to simulate the free growth of a single dendrite of 
Al-4wt%Cu at T=912 Kelvin with different mesh sizes. The steady-state 
tip velocity of the primary arm is recorded for different cases, as given in 
Figure 3.6b, which reveals a converged velocity as mesh size decreases to 




Figure 3.6. Mesh dependence of model: (a) PF model; (b) CA Model. 
Model Validation 
 In order to validate the model, the model has been used to 
simulate the dendrite growth of Al-4wt%Cu binary alloy at different 
undercooling, and the predicted tip velocity, tip radius and tip 
concentration at steady state are compared with the Lipton-Glicksman-
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Kurz (LGK) analytical model (Lipton et al., 1984), which describes the 
steady-state growth of a branchless needle binary dendrite freely growing 
at a given melt undercooling. In the simulation, the CA mesh size is 0.1 
µm and the CA time step is determined by Equation (3.16) (Beltran-
Sanchez and Stefanescu, 2004) 
∆ = 0.25min ¼∆±! , ∆±x9Þ,i , ∆±
x9à,iÀ (3.16)
where V is the interface velocity and ∆x is the CA mesh size. The CA 
domain is set to be 200 µm x 200 µm. The entire domain is kept 
constantly at a specified temperature in the simulation, and the initial 
concentration of the entire domain is set to be 4wt% Cu. A nucleation 
seed with the crystallographic orientation of 0º with respect to the 
horizontal direction is planted manually at the center of the domain. As 
the dendrite freely grows, the velocity of the dendrite tip is updated every 
50 time step according to the advancement of tip during this time period.  
 The predicted dendrite morphologies and distributions of liquid 
concentration are shown in Figure 3.7. The dendrites grow faster as the 
temperature decreases. To reach the length of about 20 µm for the 
primary arms, the 3 cases spent 0.027 s, 0.008 s and 0.004 s, 
respectively. Moreover, in the case of lower temperature, the primary 
arms become thinner, and the side branching is more significant. The 
liquid concentration near the interface is higher in the case of lower 
temperature, implying a higher liquid concentration at the interface. The 
tip velocities, tip radii and liquid concentrations Câã  at the interface are 
measured for the 3 cases at their steady states and are listed in Table 
3.1, and a comparison between the prediction and the analytical result is 
given in Figure 3.8, which shows reasonable agreement. Note that the 
values of Câã  predicted by the CA-PF model are lower than the analytical 
result. The analytical model relies on a linearized equilibrium phase 
diagram to calculate the solute partition at the interface. However, as the 
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dendrite growth velocity increases, solute trapping may occur and the Câã  
value should be lower than the equilibrium value. Therefore, the lower Câã  
values predicted by the CA-PF model are expected to be more reasonable.  
 
Figure 3.7. Predicted dendrite morphologies and distributions of liquid 
concentration: (a) 916 K; (b) 914 K; (c) 912 K. 







(10Ò m) Tip liquid concentration (wt% Cu) 
916 0.61 × 10Òñ 1.032 5.75 
914 2.21 × 10Òñ 0.406 6.2 





Figure 3.8. Comparison of steady-state parameters between CA-PF 
predictions and analytical benchmark: (a) tip velocity; (b) tip radius; (c) 




 The CA-PF model is also validated by successfully replicating the 
PF work by Long et al. (2008), in which an Al-4.5wt%Cu binary alloy 
solidifies for 0.173 ms at 900 K. Figure 3.9 shows the comparison 
between the concentration distributions predicted by the benchmark PF 
model and the CA-PF Model. A reasonable agreement has been reached 
for both the dendrite size and the concentration distribution. However, 
the computational costs are vastly different: a computational cost of 
about 200 CPU hours is estimated for the PF model based on the data 
provided by Cha et al. (2005), while the CA-PF model required 0.25 CPU 
hours on this case with a pre-generated database. The CA-PF model is 
much less computationally expensive than a pure PF model.  
 
Figure 3.9. Predicted Cu concentration distribution for Al-4.5Cu wt% 
binary alloy solidifying at 900 K after 0.173 ms: (a) benchmark PF result; 
(b) CA-PF result. 
 Compared with the PF model, the CA model is more efficient in 
tracking the evolution of dendrite growth and solute redistribution over 
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the whole domain. This is mainly because that the constraints of mesh 
size and time step are much looser in the CA model than in the PF 
model. For the above case, the PF model uses a mesh size of 1 × 10Òx µm 
and time step of about 1 × 10Ò seconds (Long et al., 2008). On the other 
hand, the mesh size in the CA model is usually determined according to 
the length scale of interest, and the time step ∆t is determined according 
to Equation (3.16). For the above case, the CA model has chosen a mesh 
size of 5 × 10Òx µm and time step of 5 × 10ÒØ seconds, which are 5 times 
and 50 times of the values in the PF model, respectively. Moreover, the 
CA model uses a simple algorithm (rather than the complex PF equation) 
to capture the evolution of dendrite morphology, which also decreases 
the computational cost of the model.  
 The improvement of computational efficiency makes it practical to 
simulate solidification processes of large domain over long time period, 
such as those in keyhole welding molten pool. While the PF simulations 
are usually limited to a domain size of about 10 µm x 10 µm and a 
physical time period of about 1 × 10Òñ seconds (Ode et al., 2000; Cha et 
al., 2001; Qin et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006; Long et al., 2008), the CA-
PF model has much better capability. As will be shown below, the model 
is used to simulate solidification process of laser keyhole welding. The 
dimension of the computation domain can be larger than 1 mm, and the 
simulated physical time can be as long as seconds, both of which would 
be computationally unaffordable for a pure PF model.  
3.1.3. Simulation of Single Dendrite Growth of Austenite  
 The model has been examined for Al-Cu binary alloys, which is 
chosen for the study due to the abundance of existing analytical and 
numerical results. Although the model examination is based on a binary 
alloy system, it is adequate to prove the validity of the integration scheme 
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of the CA-PF model. Therefore, the model should be trustworthy even 
when it is extended to consider ternary or higher-order systems. 
 The material of interest for this dissertation is 304 stainless steel, 
which is composed of pure austenite. The material has the chemical 
composition as given in Table 3.2, and it is simplified as a Fe-19Cr-9Ni 
(wt%) ternary system in this work. The Gibbs energy functions of 
different phases in this ternary system is given by Miettinen (1999), and 
the diffusion coefficients of the alloying components are given by 
Miettinen (2000). 
Table 3.2. Chemical composition of 304 stainless steel (wt%). 
 C Mn Si Ni Cr Mo 
AISI304 0.08 2.0 1.0 9.0 19.0 ~0 
 
 In this section, the CA-PF model is applied to simulate the growth 
of a single austenite dendrite at different undercooling levels. The 
simulations are implemented in a computational domain with 2000 by 
2000 square meshes. The mesh size of 0.1 microns and the time step of 
1e-7 seconds are used for the simulations. The entire domain is kept at a 
specified temperature in the simulation, and the initial concentration of 
the entire domain is set to be 19wt% Cr and 9wt% Ni. A nucleation seed 
with the crystallographic orientation θ = 0° is planted manually at the 
center of the domain, and the dendrite will grow self-consistently until its 
tip velocity reaches a steady value.  
 The predicted morphologies at the end of the simulation for 
selected undercooling levels are shown in Figure 3.10, and the predicted 
steady-state dendrite tip velocity is given in Figure 3.11. The prediction is 
compared with the analytical solutions for Fe-18.5Cr-11Ni(wt%) and Fe-
18.5Cr-12.5Ni(wt%) alloys (Löser and Herlach, 1992) and Fe-18Cr-
8Ni(wt%) alloy (Mizukami et al., 1993), and a reasonable agreement has 
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been achieved. A correlation is obtained by curve fitting to quantitatively 
describe the temperature dependence of dendrite tip velocity, as given in 
Equation (3.17).  !5∆B7 = 7.325 × 10Ò × ∆Bñ.x (3.17)
 
 
Figure 3.10. Predicted dendrite morphology for (a) 5 K undercooling at 60 




Figure 3.11. Temperature dependence of dendrite tip velocity. 
 As shown above, the CA-PF model has been introduced and 
studied with its simulations for a Al-Cu binary alloy and a Fe-Cr-Ni 
ternary alloy. The model is shown to provide reasonable results for single 
dendrite growth, and will be used to predict the growth of multiple 
dendrites in keyhole welding processes.  
 Note that the molten pool in a keyhole welding process is huge 
compared with the dendrites therein, so 3D simulations of the dendrite 
growth in the entire molten pool can cause unacceptably high 
computational expense. Therefore, the CA-PF model is now developed in 
a 2D format and utilized to simulate the dendrite growth on certain 
planes in the molten pool. It has been demonstrated by Pavlyk and 
Dilthey (2004), Yin and Felicelli (2010), Fallah et al. (2012) and Zheng et 
al. (2014) that 2D models can produce quantitative predictions as long as 



























3.2. Three-Dimensional Cellular Automata Model 
 While the dendrite morphology on selected planes can be predicted 
by the CA-PF model, a 3D model based on the Cellular Automata method 
is developed to simulate the competitive growth of different grains in the 
3D molten pool and predict the final grain structure in the weld zone.  
 The 3D computation domain of the model is designed to cover a 
certain volume of the substrate. It is meshed into a number of cubic cells 
with uniform size, and each cell carries the variables of cell state, 
crystallographic orientation and temperature. The cell state can be solid, 
liquid, interface, and re-solid. Solid state is assigned to all the cells at the 
beginning of the simulation, and may change to liquid, interface and 
then re-solid according to specific rules, as will be introduced later. 
 The initial solid cells belong to different grains. Each grain has its 
unique crystallographic orientation, and solid cells with the same 
crystallographic orientation combine to reconstruct the shape of this 
grain. For the AISI304 stainless steel to be investigated in this work, the 
dominating phase in the substrate as well as in the weld zone is 
austenite with the crystal lattice structure of face-centered-cubic (FCC). 
The FCC grains, if growing in a uniform temperature field with no 
geometric constrain, should maintain an envelope of regular octahedron 
with equal growth preference along all the diagonal directions, as shown 
in Figure 3.12a. The three diagonals combine to build a local 3D 
Cartesian coordinate for the grain (X'-Y'-Z'), and the angular relationship 
between this grain coordinate and the global coordinate of the entire 
computational domain (X-Y-Z) can be quantified by 3 Euler angles, Θ, Φ 




Figure 3.12. Grain shape and crystallographic orientation: (a) grain 
grows with octahedron shape with equal preference along all diagonal 
directions; (b) the crystallographic orientation of a grain with respect to 
the global coordinate is defined with three Euler angles. 
 The temperature of each cell is calculated from the macro-scale 
model. Since the mesh size in the macro-scale model is much larger than 
the one in the current CA model, a linear interpolation scheme is needed 
to map the temperature information onto the CA domain. As the molten 
pool passes by the CA domain, all the cells in the domain go through a 
heating-cooling cycle. If the local temperature goes above the liquidus 
temperature, the solid cells are changed to liquid, indicating the 
occurrence of melting, and the crystallographic orientation in these cells 
is erased. As the local temperature drops below the liquidus temperature, 
the liquid cells on the fusion line will be changed to interface cells, and 
the crystallographic orientations in these interface cells are inherited 
from the closest solid neighbors in the un-melted substrate. The re-
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solidification of the molten material will start from these seed interface 
cells on the fusion line. 
 The 3D growth of each interface cell is numerically tracked based 
on the de-centered square method (Wang et al., 2003). In the 3D version, 
each interface cell is assumed to expand with an envelope of regular 
octahedron, and the envelope is rotated with respect to the global 
coordinate according to the three Euler angles so that the envelope 
diagonal is well aligned with its crystallographic orientation. An example 
interface cell (cell A) with its growth envelope is shown in Figure 3.13a, 
and the half length of its envelope diagonal is defined as L. The term L 
can be also be calculated according to Equation (3.1), but the velocity 
term !5i7 should be the grain growth velocity, which was assumed by 
Natsume and Ohsasa (2006) to be a pure function of temperature and is 
calculated by Equation (3.17) in this work. Given sufficient time, the 
envelope will grow out of the cell boundary to touch the neighboring 
cells. The cell boundaries are not shown in Figure 3.13 so that the 
boundary of the growth envelope can be better visualized. The touched 
cells, if being liquid, will be captured as a new interface cell. One 
example of the new interface cells is denoted by the red dot (cell B) in 
Figure 3.13b. This new interface cell will inherit the crystallographic 
orientation from the "parent" cell and will have its envelope centered at 
the corner of the “parent” envelope. Note that the envelope center does 
not necessarily overlap with the cell center. The new interface cell will 
expand its envelope (denoted by the red octahedron in Figure 3.13c) with 
its own growth velocity, and capture other liquid cells to be interface cells 
as the envelope expands large enough. The "parent" cell, if totally 
surrounded by other interface cells, will change its cell state to be re-




Figure 3.13. Schematic illustration of 3D de-center square algorithm: (a) 
parent cell expand its octahedron envelope; (b) parent envelope capture 
new interface cell; (c) new interface cell expands its own octahedron 
envelope. 
 According to the above algorithms, some seed interface cells with 
inherited crystallographic orientations are generated at the fusion line of 
the molten pool, and they will start a chain process to get more and more 
liquid cells captured to become interface and then re-solid cells. Each 
liquid cell, at a certain time, will be captured by an interface cell and 
inherit a specific crystallographic orientation, with which it will grow 
until becoming re-solid. Finally, all the melted cell will become re-solid 
cells with specific crystallographic orientations. The re-solid cells with 
the same orientation reconstruct the shape of a grain, thus the shapes of 
all the grains and their distribution in the re-solidified weld zone can be 
predicted.  
3.3. Results and Discussion 
 In this chapter, the continuous wave fiber laser (IPG YLS-1000) is 
again used to implement bead-on-plate welding on the substrate of 304 
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stainless steel. In the 4 cases to be studied, the laser power is 
maintained at 1000W and the welding speed is increased from 1 m/min 
to 4 m/min, as shown in Table 3.3. The final welds are cut along 
different sections and observed by an optical microscope for the weld 
geometry, an Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) technique for the 
grain distribution and a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) for the 
dendrite morphology. The model predictions will be first compared with 
the experimental observations, and then investigated further to acquire 
more insight of the process.  
Table 3.3. Experiment parameters, predicted cooling rate and primary 










Primary Dendrite Arm 
Spacing 
(microns) 
    experiment simulation 
1 1000 1 14000 4.2 4.5 
2 1000 2 22000 2.7 3 
3 1000 3 36000 2.1 2.4 
4 1000 4 54000 1.6 1.8 
3.3.1.  Investigation of Solidification Parameters 
 The growth of grains and dendrites therein are highly dependent 
on the thermal history in the mushy region. Generally the local temporal 
and spatial variations of the temperature are usually quantified by 4 
solidification parameters, namely the temperature gradient G, growth 
rate R, the cooling rate CR = G × R, and the factor F = G/R. The growth rate R is the advancing velocity of the solidification front towards its normal 
direction. This term is highly related to the welding speed V1L, as shown 
in Equation (3.18),  = !h(D&>UVW@ (3.18)
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where V1L is the laser welding speed, and β is the angle between the 
laser scanning direction and the normal direction of the solidification 
front. The F factor determines the morphology of the microstructure. As 
the term decreases, the potential microstructure morphology tends to 
change from planar, cellular, columnar dendrite to equi-axed dendrite. 
 The solidification parameters of the molten pool can be readily 
calculated from the prediction given by the macro-scale keyhole welding 
model that has been introduced in Chapter 2. An example of the 
prediction results from the macro-scale keyhole welding model is given in 
Figure 3.14a. The boundary of the molten pool, which is approximated as 
the isothermal surface of the solidus temperature, is shown in Figure 
3.14b. A 3D Cartesian coordinate is defined in the figure, and the 
notation [X, Y, Z] is used to indicate 3D vector directions within this 
coordinate. The laser travels along the +X direction, which can be written 
as [X=1, Y=0, Z=0] or [1,0,0]; and the laser is delivered along the –Y 
direction, i.e. [X=0, Y=-1, Z=0] or [0,-1,0], to the substrate. The top 
surface of the substrate is positioned at Y=0, and the center of the laser 
is always located at Z=0. This coordinate system will be used throughout 








Figure 3.14. Macro-scale modeling results in 3D Cartesian coordinate: (a) 
predicted temperature field in molten pool; (b) predicted shape of keyhole 
and molten pool. 
 If the 3D surface of the pool boundary is projected onto a Y-Z 
plane, the cross-section of the weld can be found. Such a process is 
implemented for all the cases, and the predicted cross-sections are 
compared with the experimental results in Figure 3.15. Good agreements 
have been obtained, suggesting that the macro-scale keyhole welding 
model is giving reasonable prediction of the thermal history within the 




Figure 3.15. Predicted weld cross-section and distribution of cooling rate 
for: (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3 and (d) Case 4. 
 In the present study, the solidification parameters of the molten 
pool can be readily calculated from the macro-scale model prediction, 
and the calculation results for a weld-cross-section of Case 2 is given in 
Figure 3.16. For each point on the cross-section, the parameters are 
calculated at the moment when its local temperature goes from above to 
below the liquidus temperature, i.e. when solidification is about to start. 
It is noted that different points on the cross-section start solidification at 
different times, and the region on the side of the cross-section always 




Figure 3.16. Distribution of solidification parameters on cross-section of 
Case 2: (a) temperature gradient, (b) growth rate, (c) cooling rate and (d) 
morphology factor. 
 The temperature gradient G is found to be the highest at the pool 
bottom, where the heat sink effect of the substrate is most significant; 
and the gradient term is gradually decreased as the solidification 
approaches the center of the cross-section. The growth rate R is found to 
be low near the side of the cross-section. Because when this region 
solidifies, the normal direction of the local solidification front is mostly 
aligned with [0,0,±1] and hence perpendicular to the laser scanning 
direction of [1,0,0]. This makes β → π/2 and R → 0 in Equation (3.18), 
leading to a very small value for R. On the other hand, the center region 
solidifies last, when the pool tail passes this section. The solidification 
front at the pool tail point should be well aligned with the laser scanning 
direction, which gives β → 0 and R → V1L according to Equation (3.18). 
With the given value of G and R, the cooling rate CR and morphology 
factor F can be calculated. It is shown that the cooling rate is generally 
higher in the center region than near the side. This suggests a finer 
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microstructure in the center region of the laser weld than the region on 
the side. The morphology factor F maintains a high value near the fusion 
line, indicating the potential formation of cellular or even planar 
microstructure; the value gradually decreases towards the weld center, 
and columnar or even equi-axed dendrites can be expected at the center 
of the weld zone. 
 In the other 3 cases, the variation trends of the solidification 
parameters on the cross-section are qualitatively similar to those in Case 
2, but quantitatively the magnitude of each term is different from case to 
case. For example, the magnitude of cooling rate of all the cases can be 
compared in Figure 3.15. As the welding speed is changed from 1 m/min 
to 4 m/min, the average cooling rate on the cross-section is increased 
from 14000 K/s to 54000 K/s. 
3.3.2.  Investigation of Grain Growth 
 With the thermal history provided by the macro-scale model, the 
meso-scale 3D CA model can be used to simulate the competitive grain 
growth during solidification and predict the final grain distributions. An 
example of the 3D prediction results is given in Figure 3.17, in which 
grains are colored differently according to the 3rd angular variable, Ψ. 
Since the 3D results is difficult to be visualized, several 2D sections 
along different directions are extracted from the 3D result and compared 




Figure 3.17. Example result of 3D-CA model. 
 One cut is made along the cross-section (parallel to the Y-Z plane) 
of the weld, on which the weld zone resembles a "wine-cup" shape, as 
shown in Figure 3.18a. Two zoom-in images of the predicted result are 
also given, one for the "cup-cone" region (Figure 3.18b) and another for 
the "cup-leg" region (Figure 3.18d). Only the grain boundaries are given 
for the prediction results, and they show fairly similar grain distribution 
patterns to the EBSD results (Figure 3.18c and Figure 3.18e). The results 
shows the weld being dominated by grains of elongated shape, which are 
exclusively composed of columnar dendrites that spur from the fusion 
line and stretch towards the weld center. Some grains of equi-axed shape 
can also be found in the weld center region, and there is a possibility for 
these equi-axed grain to be composed of equi-axed dendrites, as 
suggested by the low value of morphology factor F in Figure 5. However, a 
SEM image given in Figure 3.18f for the center region of the "cup-cone", 
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where the equi-axed grains have been found, shows few equi-axed 
dendrites but prevailing columnar dendrites. Moreover, while all the 
columnar dendrite arms grow towards the up-left corner in the images, 
few of the arms can stretch across the entire image; instead, most of the 
arms only cover a certain distance before they are blocked by some other 
arms. This is because the growth direction of dendrite arms is not 
perfectly parallel to the SEM image plane, i.e. the cross-section plane, 
and most columnar dendrite arms will be intercepted by the cross-
sectional plane at some point. Similarly, the elongated grains do not grow 
parallel to the cross-section. Some of these grains can be intercepted by 
the cross-sectional plane in the weld center region and appear to have 
equi-axed shape.   
 
Figure 3.18. Grain distribution on weld cross-section (a) entire view of 
cross-section; (b) 3D-CA prediction for region I; (c) Experiment (EBSD) 
result for region I; (d) 3D-CA prediction for region II; (e) Experiment 
(EBSD) result for region II; (f) SEM image for region III. 
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 Two other cuts are made parallel to the X-Z plane, one at the depth 
of Y=-0.1 mm (right below the top surface of the substrate, horizontally 
cutting the “cup-cone”) and another one at the depth of Y=-1.1 mm 
(horizontally cutting the “cup-leg”). The predicted grain distributions on 
these sectional planes are compared with the EBSD scans in Figure 3.19, 
which shows reasonable agreement. On the section of Y=-0.1 mm (Figure 
3.19b and Figure 3.19c), elongated grains are prevailing near the fusion 
line, while equi-axed grains occupy the region near the weld center line. 
Again, these equi-axed grains are the intercepts of elongated grains by 
the horizontal sections. On the section of Y=-1.1 mm (Figure 3.19d and 
Figure 3.19e), elongated grains dominate the entire section and few equi-
axed grains can be found. This suggests that the growth direction of 
most elongated grains (and the columnar dendrites therein) are parallel 
to the horizontal plane. The grains start their growth almost 
perpendicularly with respect to the fusion line, with a little tilting 
towards the welding direction. However, as the molten pool almost 
passes by and the solidification approaches the weld center region, the 
temperature gradient at the solidification front turns rapidly to be almost 
parallel to the welding direction, and the grains have to adapt themselves 
to this change by turning their growth direction towards the welding 
direction. This direction turning of grains can be observed in the EBSD 
result (Figure 3.19e) and has been well replicated by the meso-scale 




Figure 3.19. Grain distribution on weld horizontal sections: (a) schematic 
view of horizontal section; (b) 3D-CA prediction for section of Y=-0.1 mm; 
(c) Experiment (EBSD) result for section of Y=-0.1 mm; (d) 3D-CA 
prediction for section of Y=-1.1 mm; (e) Experiment (EBSD) result for 
section of Y=-1.1 mm.  
3.3.3. Investigation of Sub-Grain Microstructure  
 While the grain distribution can be predicted by the 3D meso-CA 
model, the dendrite morphology within the grains is still not known. CA-
PF simulations are implemented to simulate the dynamic dendrite 
growth on the horizontal section at Y=-1.1 mm for all the 4 cases. As has 
been shown in Figure 3.19d and Figure 3.19e, the grains on this plane 
tend to grow horizontally, and hence the dendrites therein are expected 
to be grow also within the same plane. Given this scenario, the 2D CA-PF 




 The predicted microstructure on the horizontal section of Y=-1.1 
mm in Case 2 are shown in Figure 3.20, in which the colors represents 
the crystallographic orientations of different dendrites. The predicted 
dendrite morphology is shown to be quite consistent with the SEM 
image, and three regions with different dendrite morphologies can be 
found from the fusion line to the center line.  
 




Region I:  
 The dendrites start epit-axial growth from the fusion line and tends 
to stretch towards the weld center line. They inherit various 
crystallographic orientations from the partially melted grains on the 
fusion line, and strong competitive growth takes place between different 
dendrites. In general, the dendrites with the crystallographic orientations 
well aligned with the maximum temperature gradient direction (which is 
usually very close to the normal direction of the molten pool) tends to 
grow faster and hence survive in the competitive growth, while the 
dendrites with misaligned orientations are less favored. Since the 
temperature gradient is almost perpendicular to the fusion line in region 
I, the dendrites of orientations close to 0 and 90 degrees are nearly 
equally favored and can both survive from this region. (Note that the 
austenite dendrites are 4-folded symmetric and the orientation of 0 and 
90 degrees are actually very close.) As a result, the dendrite orientation 
in region I is rather diverse.  
Region II:  
 As the solidification front move towards the center line, the 
maximum temperature gradient is turned towards the welding direction, 
and the dendrites with their orientation close to 0 degree become more 
favored over those with orientation closer to 90 degrees. The former 
dendrites can therefore easily outgrow the latter and survive in region II. 
The orientation of the dendrites becomes quite uniform in region II.  
Region III:  
 As the solidification front arrives at the center line, the normal 
direction of the molten pool is well aligned with the welding direction, i.e. 
[1,0,0] direction. While this direction is perpendicular to the primary 
arms of those surviving dendrites, it matches the direction of their 
secondary arms. This greatly encourages the growth of the secondary 
arms along the welding direction, which is shown to dominate region III. 
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It is noted that the turning of dendrite growth direction is consistent with 
the turning of grain growth presented in Figure 3.19d and Figure 3.19e.  
 While the dendrite growth direction has been well predicted by the 
model, the dendrite size is another huge concern for the welds properties 
and performance. The predicted dendrite morphology in region II for all 
the cases are graphically compared with the SEM images in Figure 3.21. 
In Case 1 with the low welding speed of 1 m/min, the primary dendrite 
arm spacing is rather coarse, and the secondary arms are also well 
developed. As the welding speed is increased, the primary dendrite arms 
become less sparse, and the secondary arm development is greatly 
suppressed. The variation trends of primary and secondary dendrites are 
well captured by the CA-PF modeling results. The Primary Dendrite Arm 
Spacing (PDAS) can easily be measured from the images, as given in 
Table 3.3, where quantitative agreement is found between the simulation 
and the experiment results. The PDAS is found to be decreasing from 
Case 1 to Case 4, which is mostly due to the higher cooling rate 
associated with the high welding speed (shown in Figure 3.15). The 
measurement results of PDAS are drawn as a function of cooling rate in 
Figure 3.22, together with the results obtained by Tan et al. (2011b) from 
the laser direct deposition process. Combining the two sets of experiment 
data, a correlation between cooling rate and PDAS can be obtained by a 
curve-fitting technique, and the resultant correlation is given in Equation 




Figure 3.21. Dendrite morphology in region II for (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) 





Figure 3.22. Primary dendrite arm spacing (PDAS) as a function of 
cooling rate. 
3.4. Summary 
 In this chapter, numerical models have been developed to simulate 
the growth of grains and dendrite therein during the solidification of 
molten pool in laser keyhole welding processes.  
 The solidification conditions in the mushy region can be found 
from the predictions of the laser keyhole welding model, which has been 
introduced Chapter 2. The results show that the cooling rate in the 
mushy region can be above 10000 K/s and increases with the welding 
speed, and the solidification parameters vary significantly across the 
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 A 3D CA model has been developed to predict the grain structure 
in the entire weld zone, and the predictions are compared with 2D EBSD 
scanning results on selected planes. The results show the dominance of 
elongated grains throughout the weld bead. The grains growth direction 
varies according to the complex shape of the keyhole-driven molten pool, 
and obvious competitions exist among different grains.  
 A 2D CA-PF model has been developed to predict the dendrite 
growth within the grains. The selection of the dendrite orientation is 
primarily controlled by the direction of maximum temperature gradient, 
while the dendrite morphology is significantly affected by the cooling 
rate. As the molten pool moves forward, the direction of the maximum 
temperature gradient, which is usually normal to the molten pool 
boundary, gradually changes from transverse to parallel with respect to 
the welding direction, and hence three different regions of different 
dendrite distribution can be identified for a horizontal section of the 
keyhole weld bead at its "wine-cup-leg" region. As the cooling rate is 
increased, the primary dendrite arms become less spaced, while the 
growth of secondary dendrite arms can be suppressed. 
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CHAPTER 4. LASER KEYHOLE WELDING OF STAINLESS STEEL THIN 
PLATE STACK FOR APPLICATIONS IN FUEL CELL MANUFACTURING 
 In this chapter, an effort is made to study the processing-
microstructure -properties relationship during laser welding of stainless 
steel thin plate stacks. A series of experiments with different welding 
parameters are conducted, and the weld shape, microstructure, 
mechanical strength as well as corrosion resistance of the welds are 
investigated. Numerical modeling techniques are utilized in the study to 
understand the dynamics of the keyhole and molten pool as well as the 
dendrite growth during the solidification. 
4.1. Investigation Approaches 
 A continuous wave fiber laser (IPG YLS-1000) was used for the 
welding experiments. The laser with wavelength of 1070 nm was 
delivered to the laser head with a 200 µm fiber before it was focused to a 
spot of 0.24 mm diameter at the top surface of the substrate. The stack 
to be weld contained a certain number of AISI304 stainless steel plates of 
0.2 mm thickness. The matrix of the welding parameters, including the 
laser power and the welding speed, is given in Table 4.1. Each case is 
indexed by a capital letter for the convenience of discussion. During the 
welding process, Argon gas was delivered onto the molten pool surface 
from a side nozzle in front of the welding direction. The nozzle had a 
diameter of 3.2 mm and was aligned at 30 degrees with respect to the 
horizontal direction. The nozzle was directed to the focal point, with its 
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exit 10 mm away from the focal point. The gas flow rate was 1.7 cubic 
meters per hour.  
Table 4.1. Matrix of welding parameters and their indices in continuous 
wave laser welding of stainless steel plate stack. 
 Welding speed 
(m/min) 
2 3 4 5 
Laser power 
(W) 
1000 A B C D 
800 E F G H 
600 I J K L 
 
 After the welding experiments, the welds were cut along the cross-
section, on which the weld geometry was observed with an Optical 
Microscope (OM) and the microstructure is observed with a Scanning 
Electron Microscope (SEM). The x-ray diffraction (XRD) technique was 
used to identify the phase composition in selected samples. To examine 
the mechanical properties of the laser welds, the micro-hardness and 
peel strength were measured for the joints of selected parameters. Cyclic 
potentiodynamic polarization tests were conducted to evaluate the 
corrosion resistance of the weld sample in the working environment of 
PEM fuel cells.  
 Besides experimentation, numerical modeling techniques are also 
used to quantitatively investigate the process. On the macro-scale, the 
multi-phase and multi-physics model introduced in Chapter 2 is used to 
simulate the fluid motion and temperature distribution in the keyhole as 
well as the molten pool. On the micro-scale, the CA-PF model introduced 
in Chapter 3 is used to simulate the dendritic growth during the 
solidification of the molten pool.  
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4.2. Results and Discussion 
4.2.1. Geometry of Laser Keyhole Welds 
 The weld shapes on the cross-section are shown in Figure 4.1, and 
the depth and the width of the welds are measured for all the weld cross-
sections. The weld depth, d1, is defined to be the vertical distance from 
the top surface of the welded stack to the bottom of the weld. In some of 
the cases, the weld shape on the cross-section resembles a "wine-cup", 
and the width on the top part and the bottom part of the weld are quite 
different. Therefore, in this work the weld widths are measured at two 
different depths: w3 is the weld width at the top surface of the stack, 
and w£.Ø is the width at the depth of 0.8 ∗ d1. The measurement results 
are given in Figure 4.2. As the laser power is increased and/or the 
welding speed is decreased, more energy is deposited on a unit length of 
substrate for welding purpose, and hence d1 and w3 are found to 
increase noticeably. w£.Ø, on the other hand, appears to be insensitive to 




Figure 4.1. Cross-sectional Weld Shapes. 
 
Figure 4.2. Weld geometry as functions of welding parameters. 
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 The laser welds are expected to penetrate multiple plates, where a 
uniform weld width along the depth direction is preferred because it can 
produce a welded zone of identical width in each of the penetrated plates. 
The uniformity of weld width can be quantified by the width ratio R 
defined in Equation (4.1). 
 = è£.Øè3  (4.1)
If the weld width varies significantly along the depth direction, as in a 
typical "wine-cup" shape, w£.Ø can be significantly smaller than w3, and 
hence the ratio R is expected to be close to zero; on the contrary, if w£.Ø 
can be very close to w3, ratio R should be very close to unity, indicating 
a uniform width of a weld. The ratio R as a function of welding 
parameters is given in Figure 4.3. In the cases of P=600 W, the ratio is 
constantly high above 0.7, and it increases as the welding speed becomes 
higher. In the cases of P=800 W and P=1000 W, the ratio is quite low at 
low welding speeds, but increases with increasing welding speed.  
 
Figure 4.3. Weld width ratio as a function of welding parameters. 
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 Welding efficiency is another important factor to be considered for 
industrial manufacturing. In this work the welding efficiency is defined 
by Equation (4.2). 
 =  1/)h(l&− 1,1 !⁄ = 5+ − 17 ∙ ! (4.2)
Here t31 is the thickness of each plate in the stack, and V is the welding 
speed.   is the floor function, and the term N = d1/t31 tells the 
number of plates that can be fully penetrated by the weld in one pass. 
Since the weld width usually decreases rapidly at the weld bottom, there 
can be scenarios in which the last (i.e. the N − th) fully-penetrated plate 
may not have sufficient weld width to ensure its good bonding with the 
other N − 1 plates (Case C, Case F and Case L in Figure 4.1 being good 
examples for such scenarios). Therefore, it is assumed that the weld can 
ensure good bonding in only the first N − 1 fully penetrated plates in the 
welded stack, and the welding efficiency term as a whole quantifies the 
numbers of plates that can be well welded onto the stack in a unit 
amount of welding time. The calculated welding efficiency E as a function 
of welding speed at different laser power levels is given in Figure 4.4. The 
welding efficiency is generally higher with higher laser power; and it does 
not necessarily change monotonically with the welding speed. At the 
power levels of 800 W and 1000 W, the term reaches the maximum with 




Figure 4.4. Welding efficiency as a function of welding parameters. 
 The thermal conductivity at the contacting surface between two 
adjacent plates is usually much lower than the one in bulk materials. 
This issue can be especially significant in stack welding, in which 
multiple plates can be present in one pass to provide a huge area of 
contacting surfaces. One major concern is that the extensive existence of 
poorly conductive surfaces along the weld depth direction may cause 
fluctuation in the keyhole and hence porosity defects in the final welds. 
But the experimental results show pore-free welds in all the cases (Figure 
4.1), indicating a minor effect of the contacting surface on the keyhole 
stability. However, the depths of keyhole and molten pool can be 
noticeably reduced by the involvement of the contacting surfaces. As 
shown in Figure 4.5, the weld prepared with parameters in Case C can 
only produce a depth of 1.02 mm in a multiple-plate stack, but can reach 




Figure 4.5. Comparison of cross-sectional weld shape with P=1000 W 
and V=4 m/min on (a) multiple-plate stack and (b) single plate. 
 The underlying physics can be better understood from the 
simulation results of the numerical keyhole model. The setup of the 
model is identical to the work in Chapter 2 for the continuous wave laser 
keyhole welding processes, except that a low effective thermal 
conductivity (denoted as k1		1
21 hereafter) has to be used for the 
contacting surfaces between adjacent plates. The value of k1		1
21 
between two contacting surfaces varies over a wide range of values, 
depending on the surface profile, material properties and clamping 
conditions. According to Snaith et al. (1986), Lambert and Fletcher 
(1997) and Yovanovich (2005), the term is generally lower than 2% of the 
bulk thermal conductivity (ks) for 304 stainless steel under common 
clamping pressure. In the simulations of this work, k1		1
21 = 0.01 ∙ ks 
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was used for all the contacting surfaces, and the model prediction for 
Case C is shown in Figure 4.6.  
 
Figure 4.6. Modeling result of keyhole and molten pool in Case C on (a) 
longitude section along weld center and (b) cross-section.  
 The longitudinal section (on the weld center plane) is given in 
Figure 4.6a, in which the contacting surfaces are all marked out by the 
dashed lines. Behind the molten pool, all the contacting surfaces of low k1		1
21 have been removed by the laser weld, and hence the isotherms 
are found to be smooth. On the other hand, a noticeable discontinuity of 
isotherms is found at the contacting surfaces ahead of the molten pool, 
which reveals the effect of low k1		1
21 at the surfaces. The heat transfer 
in front of the molten pool is mostly directed horizontally forward, while 
the poorly conductive surfaces, which are also aligned horizontally, do 
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not stand in the way of the heat flow. Therefore, the local temperature 
distribution in front of the molten pool has not been considerably 
modified by the surfaces, and only a slight discontinuity of isotherms has 
been found. For the same reason, the contacting surfaces are not 
expected to cause a huge disturbance to the front boundary of molten 
pool as well as the front keyhole wall. The molten pool and keyhole 
should be relatively stable and hence the final welds are found to be 
pore-free (as shown in Figure 4.1). 
 Figure 4.6a also shows drastic temperature drops beneath the 
molten pool at every contacting surfaces, where the heat flow is mostly 
directed downwards and significantly hindered by the poorly conductive 
surfaces that lay perpendicularly to the flow. The depth growths of the 
keyhole and molten pool are therefore constrained, as shown in Figure 
4.5. The excessive thermal energy cannot be effectively dissipated 
downwards and is forced to flow horizontally in the side direction. This 
anisotropy of heat transfer is better illustrated in Figure 4.6b, which is a 
cross-section of the molten pool behind the keyhole. While little heat 
transfer and hence a rapid temperature decrease can be found along the 
vertical direction, the isotherms are patterned rather regularly (with 
expected discontinuity) on the side of the molten pool, indicating the 
horizontal heat transfer being relatively smooth. This horizontal heat 
transfer encourages additional melting on the side, which makes the 
molten pool to be wider, as shown in Figure 4.5. 
4.2.2. Microstructure of Laser Keyhole Welds 
 According to the previous analysis, high welding efficiency is 
achieved with the power level of 1000 W (Case A~D). Among these 4 
cases, the weld of Case C (P=1000 W and V=4 m/min) give the highest 
welding efficiency (E = 16) and a quite uniform weld width along the 
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depth direction (R = 0.72). This case is considered to have the best 
welding condition in the matrix and will be the focus on the following 
studies. The microstructure in this case is investigated in details, as 
shown below. 
 First, the XRD technique is used to detect the phase composition 
in the weld sample of this case. Multiple welds are prepared with the 
parameters of Case C are made in a parallel manner with the hatch 
spacing of 0.6 mm. The top surface of this sample is polished for the 
XRD scan, and the percentage of the weld zone can be greater than 80% 
of the total sample face. The XRD result for the sample is shown in 
Figure 4.7 and compared with the result for a substrate sample. The two 
spectra are almost identical, with all the peaks matching well with the 
characteristic peaks of the Gamma austenite phase. This indicates that 
the substrate contains only austenite and the laser welding process does 
not introduce any new phase into the welded structure.  
 




 The microstructure in different regions on a cross-section of 
sample C is observed with SEM. As shown in Figure 4.8, region (a) to 
region (e) are located horizontally from the far end of the substrate to the 
weld center line; the region (f), region (e) and region (g) is located 




Figure 4.8. Microstructure variation in weld cross-section of Case C. 
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 Region (a) is located in the substrate far away from the weld zone. 
As shown in Figure 4.8a-1, the cross-section of the substrate is 
completely occupied by striations, which indicates that the austenite 
grains have been seriously deformed during the cold rolling 
manufacturing process. A section view parallel to the top surface of the 
substrate plate is given in Figure 4.8a-2. The grains are found to be 
elongated along the rolling direction, and evident rolling marks 
perpendicular to the rolling direction can also be found inside the grains. 
 Region (b) and region (c) are located in the heat affected zone (HAZ) 
of the weld. Region (b) is about 150 µm away from the fusion line. 
Striations can still be discerned in this region, but some polygon-shape 
structures of a few microns in size are more recognizable (Figure 4.8b). 
These structures are formed through the re-crystallization of the 
deformed substrate, which is induced by the residual heat dissipated 
from the weld zone. Region (c) is just outside the weld zone, where the 
effect of residual heat is more significant and the re-crystallization is 
more sufficient. As a result, the polygon-shape structures can be better 
developed, and their size can be as large as 10 µm (Figure 4.8c). 
 Region (d) to region (g) are all located in the weld zone and are fully 
occupied by columnar dendrites. All the columnar dendrites spur from 
the fusion line through epitaxial growth (as shown in Figure 4.8d), and 
develop towards the weld center in a directional solidification process. 
The fineness of columnar dendrites can be quantified by the primary 
dendrite arm spacing (PDAS), and the measured PDAS from region (f), (e) 
and (g) are 3.0 µm, 2.4 µm and 1.5 µm, respectively.  
 The PDAS in the weld zone is strongly dependent on the local 
cooling rate at the time of solidification, which is denoted asCR	
 
and can be found from the numerical predictions of the keyhole welding 
model. The predicted distribution of CR	
 on a cross-section of 




 from the bottom and side region of the weld towards the top 
and center region. As CR	
 is decreased from region (g) to (e) and 
to (f), the PDAS in the regions becomes larger.  
 
Figure 4.9. Predicted distribution of CR	
 and predicted dendrite 
morphology in selected region for Case C. 
 For any region of interest in the weld zone, its thermal history can 
be found from the keyhole model and fed to the CA-PF model so that the 
dynamic dendrite growth in the region can be simulated. The predicted 
dendrite morphologies for region (g), (e) and (f) in Case C are shown in 
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Figure 4.9, which well replicate the experimental results in Figure 4.8. 
The PDAS values measured from the predicted microstructure is 2.9 µm, 
2.5 µm and 1.6 µm for the three regions, which match well with the 
experimental measurements. The simulations have been applied to 
different regions of multiple cases, and the predicted PDAS, together with 
the local CR	
, are given in Table 4.2. A strong relationship 
between the PDAS and cooling rate can be found in Figure 4.10, and the 
dependency is quantitatively consistent with the Equation (3.19) in this 
dissertation as well as the correlation given by Katayama and 
Matsunawa (1985). 
Table 4.2. Predicted cooling rate and primary dendrite arm spacing 




















Top 0.9E4 4.5 
Mid-depth 1.5E4 3.7 





Top 1.1E4 4.2 
Mid-depth 1.9E4 3.2 





Top 1.8E4 2.9 
Mid-depth 2.3E4 2.5 





Top 3.3E4 2.7 
Mid-depth 4.1E4 1.8 





Figure 4.10. Correlation between primary dendrite arm spacing (PDAS) 
and cooling rate. 
4.2.3. Mechanical Properties of Laser Keyhole Welds 
 The micro-hardness in Case A and Case C has been measured with 
a load of 500 grams and the dwell time of 10 seconds. As shown in 
Figure 4.11, the measurements are conducted on the weld cross-sections 
from the center line to the substrate (as shown by the red arrows). It is 
found that the hardness is the highest in the substrate, which is mostly 
due to the strain hardening effect in the substrate induced by the cold 
rolling manufacturing process. An apparent decrease of hardness can be 
found in HAZ, which is caused by the re-crystallization of the substrate. 
Since a lower welding speed is used in Case A, more residual heat is 
dissipated from the fusion zone to the surrounding substrate, and hence 
the HAZ is apparently wider than the one in Case C. In the fusion zone, 
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the strain hardening effect is completely removed after the melting of 
substrate, and hence the hardness is the lowest.  
 
Figure 4.11. Micro-hardness distribution for (a) Case A and (b) Case C. 
 The major function of the joint is to hold together multiple plates 
as a stack, and the joint strength to maintain the stack as a whole can 
be evaluated by a coach peel test. The geometry of the specimen to be 
tested is schematically shown in Figure 4.12. The joint is composed of 
two layers of weld, both of which are produced with the welding 
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parameters in Case C. The bottom weld joins the first sub-stack with 4 
plates, and the top weld joins another 4-plate sub-stack and attaches it 
onto the first sub-stack. The weld width on the contacting surface 
between the two sub-stacks is about 489 µm (Figure 4.12). The first sub-
stack is bent downward to be the lower arm of the specimen, and the 
second sub-stack is bent upward to be the upper. The two arms will be 
pulled apart during the test and the joint will be peeled to break around 
the contacting surface between the two sub-stacks.  
 
Figure 4.12. Sample configuration for peel tests. 
 The displacement-force curve during the peel test is shown in 
Figure 4.13. As the displacement between the two grips is linearly 
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increased with a rate of 10 mm/min, the load to maintain the 
displacement is increased non-linearly. In the early stage, the 
displacement is used to stretch the T-shape structure. Since the 
structure is not quite rigid, only low load is needed to ensure steady grip 
displacement, and hence the curve is rather flat. After a certain period of 
time the T-structure becomes fully stretched: both the upper and lower 
arms, which are bent 90 degrees in the original structure, are pulled 
straight all the way to the joint. Any further displacement of the grips 
cannot be obtained unless the joint is broken. Much higher load is 
needed in this stage to break the joint, and hence a rapid load increase is 
observed until the joint is totally broken. The breaking load is 1738 N.  
 
Figure 4.13. Load-displacement curve for peel test. 
 The failure occurs near the contacting interface between two sub-
stacks (Figure 4.14a), and the top-view of a segment of the fracture 
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surface is shown in Figure 4.14b. The nominal area of the entire fracture 
surface is calculated by Equation (4.3). area = 489	μm × 38	mm = 18.6	mmx (4.3)
Here 489 µm is the weld width at the contacting surface (as shown in 
Figure 4.12), and 38mm is the length of the weld across the peel test 
specimen (as shown in Figure 4.12). The nominal breaking strength of 
the joint is calculated by Equation (4.4). 
strength = loadarea = 1738	N18.6	mmx = 93.4	MPa (4.4)
The breaking strength is well above the typical working pressure in PEM 
fuel cells (<1 MPa), and thus the joint should be sufficiently strong to 
hold the fuel cell stacks.  
 As the joint failure propagates from left to right on the fracture 
surface, 3 different regions can be identified (Figure 4.14b). The fracture 
is initiated in the "leading" region (Figure 4.14c), and the fracture surface 
in this region is composed of many flat facets. Cracks can be found 
between different facets, and most of them are perpendicular to the 
failure propagation direction. This is a typical morphology for inter-
granular fracture and indicates a brittle failure mode. In the "center" 
region (Figure 4.14d), the fracture surface is composed of many dimples, 
which indicates trans-granular fracture and ductile failure mode. The 
morphology in "trailing" region (Figure 4.14e) is similar to that in the 
"leading" region except that the many of the cracks are parallel to the 
failure propagation direction. This is probably because the failure 
propagates less uniformly in the "trailing" region than in the "leading" 
region. The failure propagates faster in some area than in its neighboring 
area, and hence cracks parallel to the failure propagation direction can 




Figure 4.14. Top view of peel fracture surface. 
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 The mixed failure modes on the fracture surface are mostly caused 
by the variation of grain boundary directions along the fracture 
propagation direction, which is shown on the weld cross-section as a 
series of lines (Figure 4.15). Three segments have been marked out in the 
figure, and the typical microstructure in each of the segment is also 
shown in Figure 4.15. The dendrite growth directions in each region can 
be clearly recognized from the images, and the orientations of the grain 
boundaries, which should be parallel to the dendrite growth direction, 
can be easily determined. In the "leading" segment, the grain boundaries 
are well aligned with the fracture propagation direction, and hence the 
inter-granular failure is likely to occur. This corresponds to the brittle 
fracture topology observed in the "leading" region on the fracture surface 
from its top-view (Figure 4.14c). A similar scenario can be found in the 
"trailing" part of the fracture (top view in Figure 4.14e and cross-
sectional view in Figure 4.15e). In the "center" segment, the 
microstructure is dominated by the grains that spur from the weld 
bottom and grow vertically upward (Figure 4.15d), and the grain 
boundaries are perpendicular to the fracture propagation. The fracture 
front, when entering this region, is forced to propagate across the grains 
with a trans-granular mode. This explains the ductile fracture topology in 




Figure 4.15. Macro- and micro-structure on weld cross-section in 
fracture region. 
4.2.4. Corrosion Resistance of Laser Keyhole Welds 
 The working environment in the PEM fuel cell is corrosive and can 
cause pitting and/or crevice corrosion on bipolar plates, and the 
corrosion resistance of the bipolar plates can be improved by various 
surface treatment and coating techniques, as were summarized by 
Antunes et al. (2010). However, the protective layer on the plate surface 
will be removed during welding processes, and hence the joint can be the 
most susceptible part of the welded structure to corrosion.  
 To evaluate the corrosion resistance of the samples, the cyclic 
potentiodynamic polarization tests have been conducted, following the 
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procedures in ASTM standard G59-97(2014). A three-electrode system is 
used for the tests. An AgCl/Ag electrode and a platinum wire are used as 
the reference electrode (RE) and counter electrode (CE), respectively, and 
the samples to be tested serve as the working electrode (WE) in the 
system. The testing solution is 10 mM H2SO4 + 10 mM HCl in de-ionized 
water at room temperature, which was used by Mele and Bozzini (2010) 
as a simplified simulation of the PEMFC environment. The potential scan 
rate is 1 mV/s, as was used by Mele and Bozzini (2010). 
 Two samples are tested in this study. The reference sample is the 
cross-section of an un-welded stack composed of 8 plates, and the area 
of sample surface to be exposed to the corrosion test is 1.6 mm (the 
thickness of 8-plate stack) by 12.7 mm. The sample of interest is the 
cross-section of laser-welded 8-plate stack. The expose surface area is 
the same to that of the reference sample, and cross-sections of multiple 
parallel welds can be found on the surface. The welds are prepared with 
the welding conditions in Case C and the total area of the weld cross-
section takes up more than 50% of the entire sample surface. The Tafel 




Figure 4.16. Tafel curves of reference and laser weld samples. 
 In the portion of anodic scan, the testing potential is linearly 
increased. The polarity of WE gets reversed at the corrosion potential 
(E
LL), and the two samples present very similar E
LL(~-0.31 V). 
Further increase in the potential encourages the occurrence of 
passivation, i.e. the formation of a protective layer on the WE surface. 
The protective layer with poor electrical conductivity tends to reduce the 
current level in the circuit, and such an effect is more evident in the 
curve for the reference sample. As the potential is increased even further, 
the current starts increasing again, indicating that the protective layer is 
damaged by pitting or crevice corrosion. The pitting potential (E3t) is 
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found to be higher in the reference sample (+0.48 V) than in the welded 
sample (+0.33 V).When the potential is increased to the range of 1~1.3 V, 
the current increase gets significantly decelerated for the reference 
sample, which is likely due to the secondary passivation. 
 The anodic scan is followed by a cathodic scan, in which the 
potential is decreased linearly. As the current is decreased accordingly, 
the cathodic scan curve turns downwards and intersects with the anodic 
scan curves at a certain potential. This potential level is denoted as the 
protection potential (E3L1
) and is used to quantify the ability of a 
sample to regain protection against corrosion. Although the cathodic 
curves of the two samples start with different current levels, they 
ultimately intersect with the anodic scan curves at very close potential 
level (E3L1
=~+0.04 V).  
 According to the Tafel curves, very close E
LL and E3L1
 
have been found, and the current levels are on the same magnitude. 
These suggest similar corrosion resistances between the two samples. On 
the other hand, the reference curve shows higher E3t and more 
significant signs of primary and secondary passivation, which implies 
that the resistance of the un-welded substrate is slightly better. If the 
substrates is enhanced with surface treatment or coating techniques, 
their corrosion resistance should be far better than the laser joint. This 
reveals the joint to be the most susceptible part of the welded structure 
to corrosion, and a special approach is desired to augment the corrosion 
resistance in the joint.  
4.3. Summary 
 In this chapter the laser keyhole welding technique has been 
utilized to weld stacks of multiple thin plates of 304 stainless steel. The 
processing-microstructure -properties relationship has been studied.  
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 The effects of welding parameters on the weld shape were studied. 
A constant weld width along the depth direction is preferred for stack 
welding, and the width uniformity can be improved by increasing the 
welding speed. The welding efficiency is measured by the number of 
plates that can be fully penetrated with a sufficient weld width in a unit 
amount of welding time. The high efficiency is generally achieved at a 
high laser power level, with a combination of medium welding speed and 
weld depth. 
 The poor thermal conductivity at the contacting surfaces between 
adjacent plates does not introduce extra disturbance to the keyhole 
stability. But it hinders vertical heat flow and encourages horizontal heat 
flow, which noticeably modifies the weld shape. 
 Pure austenite is found in the substrate as well as in the weld 
zone. Severe deformation is found in the austenite structure in the 
substrate, and apparent re-crystallization is induced in the heat affected 
zone. The weld zone is entirely occupied by columnar dendrites, the size 
of which is a strong decreasing function of cooling rate during 
solidification.   
 Re-crystallization and hardness reduction is found in the heat 
affect zone, the width of which is highly dependent on welding speed. The 
hardness is the lowest in the weld zone because the strain hardening 
effect in the substrate has been totally removed by the fusion welding 
process.  
 The nominal peel strength of the weld is greater than 90 MPa, 
which is far above the working pressure of a typical PEM fuel cell. The 
fracture surface shows a mixed mode of both brittle and ductile fracture, 
which is due to the variation of grain boundary orientation along the 
fracture propagation direction. 
 The laser welding joint is as corrosion resistant as the substrate. 
Considering that substrates can be augmented through surface 
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treatment and/or coating techniques that are not easily available to weld 




CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
5.1. Conclusions 
 This study is focused on an multi-scale investigation of the laser 
keyhole welding processes based on numerical modeling techniques. A 
macro-scale model has been developed to simulate the 3D dynamics in 
the keyhole and molten pool. In addition, a 3D Cellular Automata model 
and a 2D Cellular Automata - Phase Field model has been developed to 
predict the grain and dendrite growth during the solidification process. 
All the models have been validated against experiments and the then 
used to reveal the detailed dynamics during the processes. 
 The macro-scale model shows that multiple reflections and plume 
attenuation interplay to determine the laser energy distribution in the 
keyhole. The multiple reflections help to concentrate the laser energy at 
keyhole bottom in a stationary keyhole and on front keyhole wall in a 
moving keyhole. A slight difference of incidence angle may cause a huge 
change in absorptivity, and the spatial variation of absorption on the 
keyhole wall generates a fluctuation of multi-phase flow fields as well as 
keyhole shape. The plume attenuation for fiber laser with 1070nm 
wavelength is mostly due to absorption and scattering of metal particles, 
and the effect can cause more than 20% energy loss.  
 In the continuous wave laser keyhole welding, the variations in 
welding parameters can change the inclination of front keyhole wall, and 
accordingly the coupling degree between the vapor plume and molten 
pool becomes different, generating different shapes for the keyhole. This 
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coupling effect is as important as the recoil pressure in determining the 
keyhole dynamics.  
 The side assisting gas flow can bring in two effects to the keyhole: 
a mechanical force to modify the coupling pattern between vapor plume 
and molten pool, and an extra chemical species to dilute the attenuating 
vapor and increase the laser penetration. Both effects can modify the 
keyhole dynamics as well as the molten pool shape to certain extent. 
 The solidification parameters in the mushy region are found to 
vary significantly across the weld cross-section. The cooling rate is 
usually above 10000 K/s for the studied cases in the present study, and 
is a strong increasing function of the welding speed.  
 On the micro-scale, the weld zone is dominated by elongated 
grains. The grains growth direction varies according to the complex 
shape of the keyhole-driven molten pool, and the grains with 
crystallographic orientations aligned well with their growth directions are 
favored in the competitive growth. Columnar dendrites prevail in the 
elongated grains. As the cooling rate is increased, the primary dendrite 
arms spacing becomes smaller, and the growth of secondary dendrite 
arm is suppressed.  
 The multi-scale model was combined with experiments to 
investigate laser keyhole welding of a stack of multiple stainless steel 
thin plates, which is intensively involved in manufacturing of fuel cell 
stacks. The poor thermal conductivity at the contacting surfaces between 
adjacent plates has little effect on the keyhole stability, but can 
noticeably modify the thermal conduction directionality as well as weld 
geometry. The uniformity of weld width along depth direction can be 
improved by increasing welding speed, and the welding efficiency can be 
maximized by using a high laser power but not necessarily a high 
welding speed.  
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 Pure austenite is found in the substrate as well as in the weld 
zone. Severe deformation is found in the austenite structure in the 
substrate, and apparent re-crystallization is induced in the heat affected 
zone. The weld zone is entirely occupied by columnar dendrites, the size 
of which is a strong decreasing function of cooling rate during 
solidification. According to the microstructure variation, the micro-
hardness gradually increases from the weld center line to the substrate.  
 The nominal peel strength of the weld is greater than 90 MPa, 
which is far above the working pressure of a typical PEM fuel cell. The 
fracture surface shows a mixed mode of both brittle and ductile fracture, 
which is due to the variation of grain boundary orientation along the 
fracture propagation direction. The resistance of the weld to the 
corrosion in the PEM fuel cell environment is similar to that of the 
unprotected substrate, and hence needs to be improved by special 
means.   
5.2. Recommendation for Future Work 
 Based on the modeling capability and experimental results in this 
dissertation, some subjects are suggested for the future work. 
 
(a) Modeling of Dissimilar Materials Welding: 
 The macro-scale keyhole model has included the conservation 
equation of chemical species. The model, after minor modification, can be 
used to predict the mixing of chemical species in the joints between 
dissimilar materials pair after keyhole welding. Such information can 
help to predict the intermetallics formation, which is one major challenge 





(b) Modeling of Thermal Distortion in Laser Keyhole Welding: 
 Even though the heat input associated with laser keyhole welding 
is low, thermal distortion induced by the residual welding heat can still 
be noticeable and even very significant, especially when welding very thin 
plate. The macro-scale keyhole model can provide reasonable prediction 
for the thermal history in and around the molten pool. Such information 
can be applied to a thermo-mechanical model to predict the thermal 
stress and distortion in substrate induced by welding processes.  
 
(c) Prediction of Weld Properties Based on Microstructure: 
 The multi-scale model in this present form can predict the 
relationship between processing and microstructure. Extra models can 
be developed to predict the properties of the laser welds (such as the 
mechanical strength, corrosion resistance, etc) based on the predicted 
microstructure. In this way the models will be able to completely predict 
the processing-microstructure-properties relationship during laser 
keyhole welding. 
 
(d) Modeling of Other Manufacturing Processes and/or Engineering 
Materials: 
 The multi-scale model in this present form is already a fairly good 
predicting tool that has accounted for laser-matter interaction, phase 
change, multi-phase heat transfer and fluid flow as well as free surface 
motion. Any physical process that is dominated by some or all of the 
above phenomena can be simulated by the model with only minor 
modification. Meanwhile, the microstructure development models can be 
applied to other engineering material system as long as the CALPHAD 




(e) Augmentation of Corrosion Resistance in Laser Welding for Fuel 
Cell Stacks: 
 The joint in the fuel cell stacks produced by laser keyhole welding 
needs improvement regarding its corrosion resistance. Special 
approaches are needed for this purpose, and one of them is to add filler 
materials into the welds. While experimentation is needed for the 
investigation, the numerical models presented in this dissertation can 
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APPENDIX. ANALYTICAL JUSTIFICATION OF 1D ASSUMPTION 
FOR CELLULAR AUTOMATA - PHASE FIELD MODEL 
A major assumption of the CA-PF model is that on any point of the 
dendrite’s solid/liquid interface the local growth can be approximated as 
a 1D phenomenon. To justify this assumption, this appendix proves that 
the local diffusion along the normal direction of the interface (denoted as 
radial diffusion hereafter) is much stronger than the local diffusion along 
the tangent direction of the interface (denoted as angular diffusion 
hereafter). The graphic introduction of the vector directions is given in 
Figure A.1. Since the interface growth is mainly governed by diffusion in 
a diffusion-controlled solidification process, a 1D diffusion can lead to a 
1D interface growth.  
 
Figure A.1. Radial and angular diffusion near solidification interface. 
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The following analysis studies the case of a convex interface, which 
is described as z  R 2⁄  	 x 2R⁄  in Cartesian coordinates. A similar 
investigation can also be implemented for a concave interface of z 
	R 2⁄   x 2R⁄ . The analysis uses Ivantsov’s solution, which is an 
analytical solution for the diffusion field around a dendrite arm with a 
steady state tip velocity and parabolic shape. According to Temkin's 
derivation (2005), the Ivantsov relation for the 2D concentration field of a 
binary isothermal dendrite can be written as 
∆ 
∗ 	 
∗1 	   √erfc√ 
(A.1)
where ∆ is the supersaturation, C∗ is the liquid concentration at the 
solidification interface, C is the initial concentration, k is the partition 
coefficient, and P  VR 2D⁄  is the Peclet Number, where V is the interface 
velocity, R is the tip radius and D is the diffusion coefficient. A 2D 
parabolic coordinate η, ξ can be introduced as 
(  √)  *′  *′, ,  √)  *′ 	 *′ (A.2)
where x, z  z 	 Vt returns the Cartesian coordinate. In this parabolic 
coordinates, the convex parabolic interface can be expressed as η  R, 
and 0 / ( / 0 and R / ( / ∞ represent solid and liquid region, 
respectively. The concentration field is derived by Temkin (2005) to be a 
function of only η, as given in Equation (A.3). 
(  2  34(565789:( (A.3)
Here A and B are constants. Accordingly, the diffusion flux at certain 
points along a given direction P=> can be calculated as 





57/9 ∙ (56/58 ∙ A(A=>  D ∙ E(, ,, => 
(A.4)
where ∂X ∂P=>⁄  denotes the gradient of variable X along direction P=>, M 
DBe5I/J is a constant and gη, ξ, P=>  η56/e5L ∂η ∂P=>⁄  is a function of 
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position η, ξ and direction of vector P=>. It is obvious that fM=> is linearly 
proportional to gη, ξ, P=>. 
An arbitrary point B can be selected on the normal vector of an 
interface point Ax, z  R 2⁄  	 x 2R⁄  (as shown in Figure A.1). The 
local diffusion flux along the normal direction N==> and tangent direction T=> 
can be evaluated by the values of gη, ξ, N==> and gη, ξ, T=>, and the relative 
importance of the two diffusion fluxes can be evaluated by their ratio r 
gη, ξ, T=>/gη, ξ, N==>. If R  5 and x  2 is chosen for point A, the value of 
gη, ξ, N==>, gη, ξ, T=> and r for the points on the normal vector can be 
calculated. Figure A.2a and Figure A.2b show that the radial flux and 
angular fluxes are significant only in a band region of d / 3 (d is the 
distance from the point to the interface.  And Figure A.2c shows that the 
ratio r is constantly below 0.1 in this band region, indicating that the 
angular flux is less than 10% of the radial flux. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the angular diffusion is negligible compared with radial 
diffusion in the region near interface point A.  
 The same investigation can be implemented for all the points on 
the solidification interface. For each of the points, the average r and 
maximum r were calculated on a segment of the normal vector where the 
local radial flux is above 1% of the radial flux at the interface. As shown 
in Figure A.3, all the points on the interface have their maximum r less 
than 0.15 and average r less than 0.08. This reveals that the angular 
diffusion can never be above 15% of the radial diffusion near an entire 
convex solidification interface.   
 The above investigation has shown that the radial diffusion is 
much more significant than the angular diffusion near the solidification 
interface of a binary dendrite with a steady state tip velocity and 
parabolic shape. Even though these assumptions do not strictly apply to 
the simulation cases presented in this paper, the situations are similar 
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enough to substantiate this analytical justification. For example: (i) a 
parabolic shape, while not exactly shaped like a dendrite, is a reasonable 
approximation for a real dendrite when only considering the local 
diffusion field; (ii) since there is no fundamental difference between the 
diffusion for binary and multi-component alloys, this justification can be 
expanded to multi-component alloys; (iii) this justification can also be 
expanded to non-isothermal conditions if the temperature variation in 
the investigation domain is relatively small compared to the 
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